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REACH FOR THE STARS

A

s a solar flame burst from the orange sun, the Legionnaire swept his hand through the void in
an attempt to touch a star. He couldn't feel anything inside his battle suit but it fed visual and
audio information directly to his brain. He saw the sun he was circling as though he could see
them with his own eyes yet shielded by his helmet.
He waved his hand like a child who was trying to feel the wind during a long car ride. The
Legionnaire had done three slingshots since the Burning Legion mobilized hours ago; he had three
more after this one. He was beginning to lose his focus. Suddenly, a familiar voice brought the
Legionnaire out of his boredom.
“Rider! Pay attention to your surroundings! The Annakui can attack at any time! You can play
with games with plasma when you're off-duty.”
The Legionnaire looked away from the orange sun and to his left and found a huge arachnid in a
blue suit flying next to him. He nodded to his squad leader.
“Sorry, Denarian. Won't happen again.”
The arachnid moved away from him and retook its place in line. He knew the other
Legionnaires in the squad were laughing at him but they wouldn't dare let him know, lest Denarian
X'Cith browbeat them too. The Legionnaire sighed and tried to stave off the doldrums of interstellar
travel. It was just another day in the Nova Corps...
Nine Months Later. Washington D.C.

Finn walked through Union Station with a smirk on his face. He wore his blue suit and his red power tie
as he strolled through the station, greeting the vendors and business owners. His blonde hair was well
styled for a middle-aged man and he greatly enjoyed the looks he got from the Earther women who
were the same age as he was.
He was going to miss this place but at least he was going home. He had that to look forward to.
Still, he was going to miss the ignorant little giants, these Earthers. They saved their world without
even realizing what they had done. The wrath they brought down on themselves was going to wreck
this world.
The Annakui were going to make an object lesson out this planet for the rest of the universe,
and he wasn't going to be around to see it. Finn very much wanted to observe the death of a species
but his orders were clear. Hopefully the Centurion the Collective had dispatched to take his place
would make some documentation of the event. He shook his head. Opportunities lost, opportunities
gained, he thought to himself.
Finn looked around the station for the Centurion. Xandar had sent him a hologram of the
Centurion, so it would be easy to find him. It was noon, so there people everywhere, eating their lunch,
shopping, or simply sightseeing. Finn finally found him in a sportswear shop. He was trying on
different hats in a mirror. He stood 6 feet tall, very muscular, which Finn had expected for a Centurion.
He kept his brown hair short, and was fairly handsome. His black t-shirt and blue jeans didn't bring
much attention to him, which was good. Finn felt he was good so far.
Finn walked behind him and asked “Excuse me sir, but you wouldn't just arrived here from a
trip, would you?”
The Centurion answered with “Yep. Just got in from Europe. It was a long trip back. I had to take
a boat, since I couldn't afford plane fare.”
“Really? What travel agency booked the return trip?”
“A really crappy one. You want to know their name?”
“Certainly.”
Finn left the store and the Centurion followed him. They kept a moderate pace, as to not arouse
suspicion. Finn turned and shook the Centurion's hand.
“Kolo Finn,” he said as he introduced himself.

“Richard Rider,” said the Centurion as he returned the gesture. Finn was shocked but did his
best to not show it. He's an Earther! They've been recruiting here without my knowledge! Finn regained
his composure and continued the conversation.
“Are you glad to be home, Mr. Rider?”
“Yeah, mostly. My old friends are being cool about the whole year missing thing, but my
family's not buying my cover story. My little brother especially. He's been hitting me with questions
right and left every time I see him! The little bastard's going to figure out something's changed since
I've been gone…”
“Your little brother? How old are you, Mr. Rider?”
“19.”
“How old is your brother?”
“16.”
“Forgive me for being skeptical, how would a 16-year uncover your true occupation, other than
gross negligence on your part?”
“Robbie's some kind of super-genius, a wonder-kid or whatever that German word is. He works
at the Baxter Building, where they keep all those other uber-nerds. They got him making robots for
NASA.”
Finn frowned inwardly. This is a most unwelcome thing. He's certain to receive government
scrutiny. Finn decided he was going to have to file a report to the Praetor upon his return. Richard was
not an ideal candidate for this assignment.
Finn had heard enough. “What are your orders, Centurion?”
Rider stiffened as soon as Finn addressed him by rank. “I am to escort you to the transport ship
which will arrive in Earth orbit four days from now at 10:36 PM, local time. Afterwards, I am to patrol
this solar system and eliminate any and all Annakui agents within the system and keep Annakui
technology and personnel from falling into any government's hands. I will maintain a minimal
presence in the public eye, as to not betray the Xandarian Collective's mission in this area of the
universe.”
“At ease, Centurion. We don't want anyone noticing us.”
“Sorry, I just fell back into my training.”
“It's fine, Mr. Rider. I was just making sure you were properly instructed on what you are to do
on this assignment.” Finn was silent for a moment and then asked, “Who is your Legatus, Mr. Rider?”
“Pyreus Kril,” Richard answered. Finn wanted to spit right then and there. The Burning Legion!
If there were any Legion in the Corps unsuited for covert work, it would be Kril and his men. Whoever made
the decision to send Rider back home is surely a fool before the Worldmind.
“Very well, Centurion. I am satisfied. You are free to return to your duties.”
“Thanks. See you in a few days.” Rider nodded to Finn and wondered off to the square in front
of the station. Finn went to get his lunch. He hoped good food would take his mind off his worries.
This is going to be a disaster.
The next night. New York City.

Robert Rider was anxious. His time was precious, as he worked 10 hours a day officially, and four more
unofficially. The four other hours he left himself while he was awake were for doing his errands and
other things that needed doing. Reserving an hour to talk with his older brother was a sacrifice.
It was a sacrifice Robert was willing to make. Rich may have wedged him 1000 times in his life,
but he always looked out for Robert when he was in school or on the street. Anyone who tried to bully
him always found Rich on their case.
Rich supported Robert's exploration of his genius instead of labeling him a geek and making
fun of him like so many others. Rich himself was of average intelligence, and had really disappointed
their father when he told him he had no plans to go to college. He was going to get a job, move out and

split an apartment with his two best friends, Bernie Dillon and Roger Cooper.
His disappearance right before graduation sent up all sorts of red flags. The Riders, Bernie and
Roger, and Rich's girlfriend Ginger had done everything they could to find him. After a year, they
weren't expecting to see him alive, and then he showed up alive again, like nothing had happened.
Well, not exactly. He was more focused, more serious, and he had a bigger build than when he left.
Robert knew something wasn't right, and he wanted to know what was really going on.
Why was he late? Robert thought to himself. Robert paced the area in front of the park bench
where he had asked Rich to meet him. Robert would have been nervous if he paying attention to the
fact that he was out in Central Park after dark, but he was too curious to find out what his brother was
hiding. His skinny body and glasses marked him as not physically threatening, and his all-gray
ensemble and white lab coat also didn't make him look tough.
Finally, Rich came running up the path. Rich was wearing jeans that had been cut off just above
the knees, gray running shoes, and a green hooded sweatshirt. They looked like his workout clothes.
Rich stopped a few feet in front of him, but didn't look exhausted at all. He wasn't even sweaty.
“Sorry Robbie, I was watching the Hulk trial on Court TV at home and forgot the time.”
Robert looked his brother, and was very perturbed. “We need to talk, brother to brother.”
“What about?”
“Where were you for a year, Rich?”
Rich rolled his eyes. “I told you, I was attacked and lost my memory. I was in the hospital until I
recovered, and then I was in a group home until I got enough of my memory back. Why don't you
believe me?”
“I'm a scientist, and if I don't get the answers I like, then I keep asking the question until I'm sure
the answer is correct,” replied Robert. “You say you were in a group home but Mom and Dad
canvassed the city looking for you. You're telling that no one who had seen your photo on TV and on
the streets saw you at that group home? I don't believe that. You are going to tell me the truth, or I will
keep asking you until I die.”
“That's how it's going to be between us from now on, huh?”
Robert looked Rich in his eyes. “Yes.”
Rich walked a circle, with his head down and his hands-on hips. He stopped and stared at the
ground as Robert waited. Rich looked up at the sky and began to speak.
“I was taken by good aliens to another galaxy and given a chance to fight some bad aliens who
tried to destroy Earth. They trained me, equipped me, and gave me superpowers. I was a soldier in a
space army and I killed lots of bad aliens really well. I moved up the ranks and then they sent me home
to follow up some unconfirmed intel that had been intercepted. The bad aliens are coming back to kill
the Ultimates and everyone else who gets in their way, and then they're going to kill every human
being with their bare hands and broadcast it to all their enemies and every planet in the universe that's
defied them. I have to stop this from happening.”
Robert was speechless. The two brothers stared at each other for a whole minute before
Robert said “What?!”
“Do you need me to say it again? 'Cause I will if it'll get you off my back.”
“Yes, slower and with more details! DETAILS!”
They both sat down on the bench and Rich began to tell his story.
“I was out with Bernie and Rog, just messing around one night when the Xandarians took me.
They just beamed me up. I was in a huge room in their ship with people from around the world. I
couldn't talk to most of them, but the ones I could talk to had the same story. They were doing their
thing and the next thing you know, they were there here with the rest of us. After a while, people
stopped popping in and some guys in weird uniforms came in the room and asked us to follow them.
We did, and we found out we were on a spaceship. The captain of the ship introduced himself
once we got to the command center. His name was Gabrial Lan. He said that he had been following

some aliens called the Annakui from a battle and ended up here. He was going to ambush the Annakui,
but then the Annakui were destroyed by the Ultimates.
He was so impressed with them that he decided that humans were good enough to fight with
them. So his crew randomly picked up people from all over the planet. That's when he gave us the
choice: fight with his people or go home. Most of humans said no, but a few hundred others and I said
yes. I figured I wasn't going to do anything worthwhile on Earth, so why not?”
“We went to the Andromeda Galaxy and on to Xandar, Captain Lan's home planet, and they
started the process of getting me in. I learned a brief history of the Xandarian Collective. The
Xandarians have been fighting the Annakui since before mankind has been around, and because of
that their civilization is way ahead of ours. Constant fighting forced them to change.
About 5000 years ago, they formed an alliance of with some other races in their galaxy that had
been fighting the Annakui. The Annakui had been using their galaxy as a base to strike out against the
rest of the universe, so there were only a few planets with people on them still alive or brainwashed.
The Xandarians figured out a way to move their ally's planets into Xandar's solar system safely and
over the span of a few centuries, they formed the Xandarian Collective. They let us tour all the planets
before we got our powers.
They implanted something in us called a 'bio-matrix' that jacked us up like a crack head on
steroids. We were stronger, faster, and we could fly! And that was just the beginning! They gave each
of us a suit that could a million things. It was so awesome that first day, before training began.
Training probably the strangest, most uncomfortable part of the process. We got all our skills
downloaded directly into our brains while we slept, and while we were awake, the instructors made
sure it took. Every day, I could do things, knew things I didn't the day before. It was scary.
After training I was assigned to a Nova Corps legion, and then I spent most of the last year
soldiering. It was mostly killing Annakui, and blowing stuff up. Exciting, but repetitive. The worst parts
were having to kill natives. They had no clue they were dying for shape shifting assholes that would
rather lobotomize them than talk to them. We were deep in enemy territory for weeks, sometimes
months at a time. I moved up the ranks a few times. I got lucky. I'd catch a commander and waste him
before he knew what was up, or I'd pull some crazy stunt that worked. I was in charge of 10,000 troops
before they sent me on this special assignment here. Now I'm here, and I'm here until I get orders to
return.”
Robert sat in amazement.
“That…is the coolest thing I've ever heard! You're a super-hero! An honest-to-god super-hero!
You've got to go and join the Ultimates and- “
“Not happening, Robbie. I'm not here to be a hero; I'm here to do a job. No one else can know
about this.”
Robert was disappointed. “All right.”
“We cool?” Richard asked.
“Yeah.”
The two brothers hugged each other, relieved that they could talk again.
Two Days Later.

Ginger Jaye's job sucked, at least in her opinion. Subway wasn't what she had in mind when she
thought of a job to get extra money for college. She didn't like being told that she had to cover for
someone else on her day off.
She was supposed to have a date with her boyfriend today, but she was here working. She
wanted to feel sexy today, but no one she knew would describe her sexy now, with her black hair in a
net and wearing an apron. Plastic gloves covered her delicate hands, and the t-shirt and khakis she
wore for work didn't compliment her in the least. All had going for her was her pretty face and her
beautiful green eyes. Ginger looked at herself in the mirror and felt very ugly. She groaned and
slumped over. She hated the place sometimes.

The door opened and in came her boyfriend, Richie. He was wearing a pair of very nice black
shoes, some faded jeans, and a black long-sleeved shirt that he had rolled the sleeves up past his
elbows. He had left some buttons unbuttoned at the top, showing his pectoral muscles. He was
smiling that smile he always put on just for her. The smile that said he smiled just for her. She was
ecstatic. Ginger bounced around the long counter and practically leapt into his open arms. He held her
close. She was happy for the first time in a long time.
“You came to see me at work!” Ginger squeaked out.
“Of course, I did, baby. You think I'd let something like work get in the way of our date?”
Ginger kissed Rich deeply. He returned the gesture, and as she began to slip her tongue into his
mouth, he pulled back.
“What's wrong?”
Richie looked like he'd been shot. “I gotta go baby. I'm not feeling too good all the sudden. I'll
be back when I feel better.”
He let her go and turned back to the door. He ran out of the restaurant and down the street.
Ginger hesitated before she followed him. She got outside to the street, but he was nowhere in sight.
She heard what sounded like an explosion in the sky to her right and she looked up. All she saw
was a shimmering golden streak in the clouds that quickly vanished. She had no idea where Richie
had gone. She went back inside, hoping everything was all right.
Washington D.C.

The Annakui who now called himself Zorr was enjoying his new body. Luphomoids were incredibly
strong humanoids, since they came from a heavy gravity world, but this form was exceptional. The
low gravity of Earth made him one of the strongest creatures on the planet. His black body armor and
breathing apparatus he held in his mouth covered four tons of might. All they humans who were trying
to stop him saw was his bald blue head and a face that was squat and mean.
The work was going well. He had overwhelmed the Xandarian ship as it had entered normal
space from slipstream and killed all the crew. He then accessed the ship’s database and found the
location of the covert agent’s i-dent signature to a metropolis on the northern hemisphere of a planet
that the indigenous population had called Earth.
The moment the ship crashed landed, Zorr unscathed, emerged, finding himself in an open
green space with tall trees and low level buildings beyond. It was night and the sirens were loud and
distinct. The humans had the technological capability to track the ship as it fell, but when it came to
containing him, they were easily outmatched.
They wanted to fight him and sharing the same base primeval instinct he wanted them to,
besides they would not keep him from his prey. If he managed to kill the Xandarian agent and the
human champions, the so-called “Ultimates”, in a short enough period, the cleansing would go much
easier. His glory would be told for generations.
The human's weapons were ineffectual as he killed them. He tossed their vehicles like they
were toys and crushed their bodies in his bare hands. This was marvelous entertainment, to wipe out
the lower caste warriors, until the true threat came. So it went, the carnage and destruction, as he
made his way across the park towards the city’s heart, closer to where his suit’s systems showed the
location of the agent...until he came.
Streaking out of the sky, a humanoid landed directly in front of him, just out of reach. The
humanoid wore a tight blue bodysuit and a golden helmet that covered its entire head. The helmet
was slightly contoured to a human head, but was otherwise featureless. It completely covered the
entire head, revealing nothing underneath. A yellow stripe ran down the shoulder from the helmet
from each side, down the arms to golden bracers on the wrists. Two more ran down the sides of his
body from its armpits all the way down to the ankles where they met a pair of anklet bracers. A huge
yellow sunburst was on its chest. He saw what he knew to be an insignia of rank on its collar, three

yellow stars linked together on its left side. Another six-pointed red star was on its right collar.
Centurion, Zorr told himself. Nova Corps.
It looked male and strong, but appearances could be deceiving. Zorr was a shape shifter, and
didn't put much weight into appearances of others. Only his counted in his mind. It spoke to him in
Annakui.
“Surrender now and I'll eliminate you quickly.”
“Surrender implies we are at war. I am cleansing this planet, nothing more,” Zorr replied in
Annakui. “You die here, Nova,” Zorr added in English.
“Not likely,” the Centurion retorted in English, just before it took an offensive stance.
“Freedom for the stars!”, it said in Xandarian, and attacked.
Zorr was struck first by a roundhouse kick, and then by a spinning back fist. Zorr was unmoved.
The Centurion fell back, but was undaunted. It rushed forward again and delivered a palm strike at
Zorr that sent him back and off his feet, his trajectory making his crash through the tree line , across a
roadway with primitive vehicles screeching to a halt as he fell into a building, the frontage giving way.
He pushed stones aside; he was unhurt.
He was almost to his feet, but then the Centurion was on him again, grabbing the sides of Zorr's
head, both of them fleetingly air-bound, returning back to the park. The moment Zorr’s feet touched
grass, the Centurion prevented him from rising, smashing its right knee into his chin.
Zorr began to fall again as the Centurion did a forward flip over Zorr and landed behind him.
The Centurion wrapped its arms around Zorr's neck and cradled Zorr's head on his shoulder. Zorr
countered by grabbing the Centurion's head in one of his massive hands. The Centurion struggled as
Zorr regained his footing and threw the Centurion as hard as he could away from him.
The Centurion was flung right across to the far distant edge of the park, his body bashing into
trees and monuments which Zorr figured marked the honed dead, those worthy of celebration along
the way. Zorr followed the path of destruction to his opponent, but before he could reach him, he was
hit hard and was sailing through the air once more. The Centurion was carrying him through the air
over a wide river. The Centurion dropped Zorr on his back onto a paved pathway which ran on the
opposite bank metres away from a doubled-laned roadway.
The Centurion mounted Zorr's shoulders and pummeled Zorr in the face at an astonishing rate.
Zorr's breathing apparatus fell out of his mouth and he couldn't breathe, gasping the alien air. Zorr
could survive without his own atmosphere for several minutes without it, but he mimed that he was
choking to the Centurion. The Centurion stood up and let Zorr go. Zorr pointed to the apparatus while
holding his throat.
The Centurion picked it up and handed it to him. Zorr thanked the Centurion by punching him in
the head and sending him bouncing up the pathway. Zorr leapt into the air, and landed on top of the
Centurion, who hadn't recovered. Zorr saw a nearby lamppost, and wrenched it out of the ground.
Zorr stepped back and began to bash the unconscious Centurion over and over again. After the
lamppost fell apart, Zorr stopped his assault long enough to find another lamppost.
Human authorities were coming on to the scene, sirens again screaming in the chilled air but
Zorr didn't care. They were inconsequential to him. Zorr returned to the Centurion and brought the
lamppost down, but something stopped it short of its target. The Centurion had awoken, and had
stopped Zorr's swing with a single hand. Zorr was stunned as the Centurion sent a huge jolt of nova
force through the lamppost and into Zorr's body. Zorr dropped the lamppost, and couldn't move as
the Centurion got back up.
“You dumb bastard,” the Centurion gasped out in English. “You could've fought me fair, and
died with some respect. Now I'm just going to just kill you like the piece of filth you are!”
Zorr felt intense pain as the Centurion unleashed two beams from his helmet that burned him.
Zorr howled in pain and retreated away. Zorr stumbled and both fell across the top of a low level stone
wall into the river. The cold, murky water did nothing to sooth Zorr's pain as the Centurion pressed his

assault. Falling deeper and deeper, Zorr was completely lost in the darkness.
Without warning, the pain stopped. The Centurion had stopped burning him with its eyebeams. Zorr didn't have time to understand why his foe had relented as a whole new pain wracked his
entire body. Zorr cried out, and his lungs filled with water.
Zorr was drowning, and couldn't do anything to stop it. He knew that death was upon him, and
seconds before Zorr's body was torn apart at the molecular level, the last sight seeing that golden
helmet and red star burn into his mind’s eye he had but one thought: How? How could be beat me?
Later...

“…And I finished him with a sustained gravimetric pulse.”
Richard looked at the holographic image of Sector Coordinator Garthan Saal, hoping to see if
he was impressed or not. The Coordinator wore a battle suit just like Richard's, but the rank and unit
insignias were different. Saal had his helmet off just like Richard did, revealing his slicked back black
hair, piercing blue eyes, and a hard face. The Coordinator was clearly unmoved by Richard's account
of the battle.
“Your report is being distributed all concerned parties. Please wait.” Saal paused for a few
seconds.
“Your new orders are as follows: You are to continue your standing assignment with the
following addition: you will protect Agent Kolo Finn from any other Annakui attempts to assassinate
him. Another transport ship will be sent from Xandar in seven months, three days. That is all.”
The hologram faded. Richard was alone on his cloaked cruiser, high above the world. He hurt
quite a bit. The Annakui had broken quite a few bones. The suit was all that held him together towards
the end, but it was all he needed. His bones were already healed, and most of his other injuries would
be gone in a half hour.
The pain didn't bother him. What did was this assignment.
He knew that if more like the one he fought today came, in greater numbers he wouldn't be
able to fight them all. He knew they would come in force. He couldn't complete this assignment. He
knew that the Xandarians knew it too. Earth wasn't a priority to the Collective. Why they had sent him,
he didn't know exactly. Someone must've owed a favor on the Council of Peers, and returned it by
sending him here. He was a token. He didn't like that.
He looked at the world below him through a window as he rubbed his bruised face. His father
had always told him from the time he was a little boy he to reach for the stars, to be the best he could.
He had done it in the Nova Corps.
I did it, Dad. I reached up, just like you wanted me to. It's just too bad the stars don't care.
END

RISE OF THE CORPS

Arc 2: “The Final Corps” Part 1

STORY SO FAR - Months after the events of the War of Kings, and presumed dead; Richard Rider returns from
his imprisonment within the Cancerverse with the fore-knowledge that somehow the evil universe has gained
a foothold in his reality.

R

ichard Rider stood on the deck of the Xandarian spacecraft, the Airwalker. Known as the hero
Nova, Richard had surrounded himself with
1 powerful friends of like mind. He considered
them family. They were some of the most powerful beings in the universe that Richard had
fought side-by-side with in the most harrowing battles of his life.
There were others that Richard held in high regard as well. Captain America of course, went without
saying. Then there was Drax, Star-Lord, and Spider-Man. Richard regretted that Spidey and Drax had
been on the other side of the 'line in the sand', that Rich had drawn earlier that day with both the
Avengers and the Guardians of the Galaxy. Star-Lord, however, was a whole other story.
Those thoughts would have to wait, though, because the former herald of Galactus, the very
powerful, and very direct, Silver Surfer, was headed towards Richard. In tow, was the regal leader of
the Shi'ar Imperial Guard, Gladiator, as well as the Asgardian-powered Beta Ray Bill.
“Nova Prime,” the Silver Surfer said in a low, monotone voice. “As I said before, if you need my
assistance, you will have it. However, I am concerned about the standoff we just had with the
Avengers.” Appreciative that the Surfer acknowledged him as Nova Prime, Richard nodded.
“I apologize, Surfer,” Richard began. “The tension was much more than I intended.”
“Nova Prime,” Gladiator interrupted. “Please tell me that you're not trying to reunite the
Annihilators?”
“Annihilators?” Richard asked. “Never heard of them.”
Gladiator smirked. “Indeed.”
Richard's good friend, Wendell Vaughn, Quasar, interrupted.
“While Richard brought all of us together the first time,” Quasar clarified. “Peter Quill asked
Cosmo to bring us together again, and for some reason decided to name us.”
“Besides,” Richard shrugged. “I've always been partial to calling my team the Corps.”
“Aye!” Beta Ray Bill agreed, while slapping Nova Prime on the shoulder, knocking him
sideways.
Everyone chuckled.
“Anyway, now that the history lesson is over, you ready, Rich?” Quasar asked. Richard nodded.
“Everyone,” Quasar called out. “Can I have your undivided attention? Thank you all for joining
us, and while we're all very thrilled to have our friend back, whether you call him Nova, Nova Prime, or
Richard, he would like to fill us all in as to what led to our little beach party.”
Richard removed his helmet.
“Thank you, Quasar,” Rich began. “I'll be honest, when I heard that there was a new Nova on
Earth, I was pretty upset about it. But that's not why things happened the way they did.”
Chris Powell, the Earth hero known as Darkhawk, listened intently. He had always known Nova
to wear his emotions on his sleeve, but Nova undeniably always behaved like a hero. The Nova that
stood in front of him now was not only very confident in himself, he also obviously had the respect of
all the heavy hitters onboard. Chris' heart swelled with pride to be included as part of Richard's new
Corps.
“As you all know,” Rich continued. “I've been trapped in the Cancerverse for several years
before recently escaping.”
The room watched Nova Prime pause, the memories flooding him with all kinds of anger and
forgotten despair. Namorita walked over to him and put her arm around him. She smiled at him in
support, and he nodded back to her in appreciation.
“Imagine my surprise,” Richard grit his teeth. “When I get home to find out there's not only a
new Nova, but he's wearing the exact same uniform as my counterparts in the Cancerverse!”

The room grew quiet.
“Rich, you really don't think…?” Nova's brother, Robbie, who now had the powers and identity
of the Comet, openly asked.
“That the Cancerverse is able to travel into our world again?” Rich responded. “I'm praying
with all my heart that they can't.”
***
Back at Avengers' Tower, Sam Alexander was still a little shaken up. He had always heard of Richard
Rider, and on many occasions people asked Sam if he knew Richard. Sam never really thought that
he'd one day be face-to-face with him. Richard Rider was supposed to be dead, but here he was, alive
and well and boy did he looked pissed!
Sam wasn't sure why Rider was so upset about him? He never asked for Richard's powers. He
had gotten his powers from his father's Black Nova helmet. Didn't he? Who really knew? He had to
admit he still had more questions than answers when it came to his father's role as a Black Nova.
Thank goodness the Avengers showed up when they did. Not to mention the Guardians of the
Galaxy. Speaking of…Rider seemed to get even more upset when Star-Lord showed up. Deep in
thought, Sam was startled when Captain America addressed him.
“Nova?” Just the tone of Cap's voice made Sam stand up a little straighter.
“Yes, sir?” Nova responds, unsure of why he called Cap 'Sir'.
“You okay?” Cap asked, as the rest of the Avengers approached, wanting to hear the exchange.
“I'm fine, guys,” Sam responded. “Nova, I mean, Richard Rider, just caught me off guard.”
“About that,” Iron Man chimed in. “Do you have any idea why Nova…,” Iron Man caught
himself. “…Rider, would come after you like that?”
“No idea,” Sam responded. “But I'm sure glad you guys showed up. Rider had a lot of bad
dudes in his corner.”
“Pfft…” the Hulk responds. “Puny Richard Rider.”
Hyperion laughs. “That's hilarious.”
“Here we go,” the Falcon shook his head in disgust, then flew up to one of the exposed rafters
above them. He was interested in what was happening, but muscle-heads like the Hulk and Hyperion,
soured him on the dynamics of this team. He would be fine observing from up here on his own.
“Fly away, little birdie,” the Hulk mocked.
“Rider is a good man,” Drax chimed in. “He's a battle-tested leader. He has my respect.”
“I'm not sure we care about non-Avenger opinions,” Hyperion growled.
The tension from the beach appeared to carry over into Avengers Tower.
“Stand down,” Captain America scolded, knowing full well that the men he was addressing
could probably tear a mountain apart if they put their minds to it.
“This is my fault, Captain,” Star-Lord announced. “Nova sacrificed himself to send me back to
our dimension, and I just assumed he was gone. I mourned him, and I moved on. There was no way he
was supposed to survive.”
At that point, Carol Danvers, also known as Captain Marvel, had heard enough. She knew that
Captain America's bleeding heart would side with Star-Lord, and she also knew that Iron Man would
spite Rider just because Rider had blown him off during the whole Civil War fiasco. Not to mention, she
could relate to Rider. If the Avengers had decided to give up on her, she definitely wouldn't be here
right now.
Captain Marvel rolled her eyes wondering who ever thought a lineup this large, and with this
many wildcards, would be a good idea? If it wasn't for Captain America holding them together with his
leadership, this team would crumble. She wondered half-heartedly if it was too late to side with Nova
and his Corps?
Sam felt a little woozy. Again. He had wanted to talk to Iron Man about his recent blackouts, but
the timing right now was horrible.

“Don't blame yourself, Star-Lord,” Captain America reassured him. “In our line of work it's
imperative for us to move on after tragedies. We honor our fallen by not forgetting them.”
Star-Lord cringed. Was that a backhanded shot by Cap? Richard Rider had been his friend. It
would be a long road, but he needed to get that friendship back.
Captain America realized that this was an unfortunate situation. He also knew that he needed
to talk to Thor and Iron Man, in private. Although their power was definitely welcome, Hyperion and
Banner were quickly becoming distractions to the team's chemistry. They had been falling in line in
the past, but Cap worried about the future. Otherwise, Cap remembered Richard Rider. He was a
good, solid, hero. He had also briefly been a member of Cap's Secret Avengers. Again, this was an
unfortunate situation for all involved.
Drax had listened quietly. He had fought beside both Rider and Quill. Both Earthmen, and both
valiant warriors Drax was proud to call both of them his friend. The difference however, was that Nova
Prime would have returned to the gates of Hell for Quill. Drax shrugged, he supposed the Cancerverse
could very well be Hell.
There would eventually be a reckoning between the two heroes, Drax sighed. Unfortunately,
he knew that he would be in the middle of it, and he really did not want to choose between them. Drax
silently cursed every single monster in the Cancerverse. This was their fault, and if Drax ever got the
chance to lay his hands on anything from that universe, he would find a way to kill them. No matter
how many times they came back to life.
Suddenly, Captain Marvel shouted, “What's happening to Nova?”
All of the heroes turned to see that the young hero had dropped to the ground, and began to
convulse.
“He's having a seizure!” Iron man shouted.
As Iron Man and Captain America rushed towards Sam Alexander, a quick burst of energy
emitted out of Sam, and shot through the room. It caught everyone by surprise, knocking even the
strongest hero to the ground. The burst left cracks in the building walls and floors, and other than
Banner, Thor, and Hyperion, the rest of the heroes struggled to get back to their feet.
Sam Alexander's body began to levitate, and then rocketed through one of the cracked walls,
speeding away.
“No!” Hyperion yelled, racing after Sam's body.
“Hyperion!” Thor called out. “Wait!”
Hyperion had super-hearing, so when he failed to come back, Thor knew he had been ignored.
Thor turned to the Hulk.
The Hulk shrugged and said, “Don't look at me. The one thing I can't do is fly.”
“Aye…” Thor said for no reason in particular. “Banner, I will follow Hyperion. When the
Avengers are ready, follow my beacon.”
Thor flew off and the Hulk could only nod.
***
“Attention, Richard,” the Ko-Rel Worldmind announced. “Everyone is once again gathered on deck.”
“Thank you, Ko-Rel.” Nova responded.
Richard was slowly getting used to the Worldmind using Ko-Rel's voice and personality
patterns. From the start he agreed that this was a fitting tribute to Ko-Rel. The Worldmind also
seemed to take to the change, as Ko-Rel was less confrontational with Richard.
As a former Nova, Robbie Rider had always loved the thrill of being a hero, and to have the
chance once again to be able do good, was a dream come true. Again. Robbie was also thankful to be
the Comet. While he loved being a Nova, he really loved the individuality of being the Comet. It was
shallow, he knew, but Robbie promised himself that he would prove his worthiness of this role to Rich,
and to everyone else in the Corps.
“Ko-Rel and I have finally come to the agreement that while a hundred Novas of any rank,

might make a great visual,” Richard started. “We think that particular mistake diluted the reputation
of the Corps. It has come to my attention that the Nova Corps have become the butt of snide
comments and jokes. No more. From now on, there will only be a Nova Prime…”
Nova looked at Morrow, “…and a Nova Centurion, if that individual so chooses to honor that
position?”
Morrow didn't know what to say. The emotions ran through him, and having Nova Prime honor
him in this fashion meant so much more than when the Worldmind originally chose him. Morrow
proudly stepped forward.
“It would be an honor,” Morrow responded.
“Ko-Rel,” Nova Prime announced. “Help me welcome our friend, Morrow,”
Nova reached out to Morrow. Morrow shook Nova Prime's hand, and the two were engulfed in
a bright light. When the light subsided, Morrow was left standing in a Nova Centurion uniform.
“I won't let you down, Nova Prime,” Morrow says.
Rich put a hand on Morrow's shoulder, “Of that I have no doubt.”
“Attention, Nova Prime!” the Ko-Rel Worldmind shouted into everyone's head. “We have a
problem!”
“Really?” Richard asked. “Your timing is horrible.”
“Per your request, I have been tracking Sam Alexander,” Ko-Rel responds. “A minute ago his
power levels spiked. Then just as quickly, he's gone offline.”
“Offline?” Comet asked.
“That means Sam is either unconscious, or…” Nova Prime didn't want to finish his sentence.
“Ko-Rel!” Namorita asked. “Please get Avengers' Tower on the monitor,”
“Done,” Ko-Rel says as Captain America appears on the screen in front of them.
Gladiator observed from afar. He had dealt with Captain America many times. For someone
who was known as, 'just a human', the Captain had earned Gladiator's respect. It was obvious that the
Captain had been assaulted in some way recently, yet he still stood tall, and carried himself with pride
in front of those under his command.
“Namorita,” Cap began. “I'm assuming the timing of this call isn't a coincidence?”
“Sorry, Cap,”Namorita said gingerly.“We understand something's wrong with Sam
Alexander?”
Captain America paused, obviously running every scenario through his head as to how
Namorita knew about Sam.
“Yes,” Cap stammered. “Something…unexpected happened, and his body flew off.”
“What?” Nova shouted.
“Listen, Nova,” Cap barked. The Avengers can handle this.”
“Okay,” Nova said as he walked away. “Ko-Rel, turn off the monitor and then get me a lock on
the kid's energy signature.”
“We are already on our way,” Ko-Rel responds.
Nova walked over to Gladiator, Beta Ray Bill, and the Silver Surfer.
“Gentlemen,” Nova began. “You've already done so much for us. Care to join us for one more
ride since you're already here?”
All three of the powerhouses nodded.
“Good, because I've got a bad feeling about this. Ko-Rel!” Nova shouted. “Get us to the kid.
Now!”
***
Hyperion and Thor floated in place as they stared at the young Nova levitating in front of them. The
boy was glowing, but it wasn't a bright glow. It was black. The darkness of the glow seemed almost
transparent. Humans and heroes alike found the sight quite hypnotic.
“I've never seen anything like this before,” Hyperion said quietly.

“Aye,” Thor agreed. “The darkness is enough to shake one's nerves.”
Then very slowly, but very methodically, what appeared to be a large slug, slithered and
dropped, out of Sam Alexander's opened mouth. However, the obsidian creature didn't fall down to
the street hundreds of feet below. Instead, it rose to float above Sam, and began to grow.
“The hell…?” Hyperion asked in disbelief.
As the slug grew, it began to take human features. Then a costume, or uniform, slowly became
visible on it as well. Before the heroes could act, they saw a humanoid form levitating before them.
Thor recognized that it wore the same uniform as the young Nova.
This particular being, however, reeked of pure evil. Thor could feel it emanating off of the
figure. Like heat off of an open flame.
The Dark Nova glared at the two heroes, his disgust of them apparent. He began to speak, his
voice raspy and piercing.
“Are you the only heroes left to defend your universe?” the Dark Nova asked. “I know who you
are, and I know how powerful you can be, but believe me, you won't be enough for what's coming.”
“Who are you, foul creature?” Thor asked.
“My title is Cancer Prime. I'm surprised that my counterpart of your Earth hasn't warned you of
my coming?”
“He may have babbled something about it,” Hyperion said confidently. “But he is of no
consequence. And neither are you!”
With that, Hyperion glares at Cancer Prime, and released his atomic vision. Cancer Prime was
struck in the chest, and while initially buckled, he held up to the fiery beam and smiled.
“I'm guessing my counterpart has never fought you before?” Cancer Prime chuckled. “I've
absorbed my universe's Hyperion's atomic-vision many times before, and I've killed him on most of
those occasions.”
Hyperion finally stopped his futile assault. His face betrayed the frustration he felt at not being
able to vanquish Cancer Prime. Now glowing white hot with the absorbed energy, Cancer Prime
roared and released the stored energy right back at Hyperion. Hyperion screamed out in pain, before
passing out and crashing to the ground, unconscious. The asphalt around him rose up and rippled
destructively in all directions.
Thor raced downward to save his comrade, picking Hyperion up off of the ground and gently
placed him onto the hood of a parked car. However, before Thor could do anything else, Cancer Prime
rocketed downward, and crashed into Thor's back. Cancer Prime stood up to see Thor buried under
several feet of asphalt.
“Coward!” Thor growled as he picked himself out of the rubble. Attacking an opponent from
behind!”
“Don't be so surprised, Thor,” Cancer Prime grinned. “We will kill you in any manner possible.”
“We?” Thor asked.
Cancer Prime pointed upwards to reveal dozens of other slugs pouring out of Sam Alexander's
mouth. Each one of the slugs growing, and becoming another threat. Thor felt something that he had
felt maybe only once or twice before. It was the feeling of doubt going into battle. Cancer Prime
reached out to Thor again, but instead of punching him, Cancer Prime removed a large leech had had
placed on Thor's back. The creature pulsated, filled to bursting with energy siphoned from Thor. The
Thunder God cringed as he watched Cancer Prime swallow the leech.
Cancer Prime crackled with energy. Smiling, he renewed his assault on Thor, first firing a
gravimetric pulse into Thor's chest and knocking him to the ground. Cancer Prime then rained punch
after punch onto the Asgardian's face. Thor struggled as his blood began to splash the Dark Nova.
Finally, Thor no longer struggled and Cancer Prime stood victorious.
The monster from the Cancerverse was pleased with himself, taking out two of this universe's
more powerful heroes. Cancer Prime spun around when he heard a voice come from the sky behind

him.
“Son of a bitch…” poured out of the very upset Nova Prime's mouth as he landed next to Thor's
limp body.
Cancer Prime turned to see the Nova Prime he had tortured for years, along with the Comet,
Quasar, Gladiator, the Silver Surfer, and Beta Ray Bill. Rider was not messing around. Good, because
neither was Cancer Prime.
“Very impressive gathering, Nova Prime,” Cancer Prime teased. “I bet your team could lay
waste to an entire army.”
“You bet your ass, they can,” Nova Prime growled.
“Good,” Cancer Prime replied coyly. “Because I brought one!”
Cancer Prime pointed upwards, and the hundreds of flying slugs had now evolved into
hundreds of Cancer Novas!
“Say hello to my Cancer Corps!” Cancer Prime laughed maniacally.
Nova Prime looked up at the travesty that Cancer Prime had made of the once majestic Nova Corps.
There was no way Richard would let this go unpunished. The Cancerverse needed to come to an end.
“You see, Nova Prime,” Cancer Prime began. “This was all inspired by you. No one escapes the
Cancerverse, and no one…”
“I don't care,” Nova Prime interrupted. “I get it.You're here. Let's fight.”
Nova Prime and Cancer Prime rushed forward at each other, while the Silver Surfer, Gladiator,
and company, streaked upwards to deal with the multitude of Cancer Corps.
***
Captain America piloted the Quinjet over the already raging battle. His strategic-brain rapidly
assessing the situation around them. There looked to be dozens of beings dressed in Nova uniforms
similar to Sam Alexander's and they were battling the heroes from Richard Rider's group. Hyperion
and Thor were down, so the threat level was definitely escalated as a result.
Iron Man patted Cap on the shoulder.
“Looks like that research we did paid off, Cap,” Iron Man said. “The energy readings I'm getting
off of all of those Novas is the same as the Cancerverse samples.”
Having already calculated that reality, Cap nodded.
“Falcon! Captain Marvel!” Cap shouted. “You're on civilian protection! Go!”
The two heroes did not question, nor did they hesitate. They simply reacted.
Cap landed the Quinjet on the closest roof he could find. Then he turned to the remaining
Avengers - Iron Man, Hawkeye, the Hulk, and Spider-Man. These were some very powerful heroes on
his side. So why did Cap's instincts tell him that it might not be enough?
“The rest of you,” Cap barked. “Take out those Dark Novas by whatever means necessary.
Maybe they can't die in their universe, but they can die here!”
All of the heroes hopped out and joined the battle. Except the Hulk. He stopped at the door and
smiled at Cap.
“I know that was hard for you to say, Cap,” Hulk chuckled. “But damn if you didn't give me
goosebumps when you did.”
With that, the Hulk leapt out of the Quinjet to do what he does best. Smash.
***
Star-Lord, Gamora, and Drax were fidgeting in their ship's seats. The Avengers had left before them,
while the Guardians of the Galaxy waited for Rocket and Groot to pick them up. The wait was mere
seconds, but it took Drax all he had to not grab someone by the neck. Gamora came by and put her
hand on Drax's shoulder.
“Relax, my friend,” she said. “We will be in battle soon.”
Drax looked at Gamora and nodded. “Richard is my friend. This is all very complicated.”
“I understand,” Gamora said. “Richard is my…friend, as well.”

Gamora sat down in her seat and pondered Rich being back. They had shared a…relationship
during the Annihilation War. Richard Rider was one of the more handsome, and noble humans, she
had ever met. However, Gamora realized that Rider's girlfriend, the Atlantean, Namorita, was now by
his side. It did not matter, if the need arised, Gamora was prepared to take Richard down.
She hoped...
***
Captain America stepped out of the Quinjet and looked up at Sam Alexander. Why was he just floating
there? And what were those things pouring out of his mouth? Slugs?
Cap needed answers. Where was Richard Rider? Cap scanned the battle to see the seasoned
Nova Prime fighting a darker version of himself on the street below.
Elsewhere, Gladiator grabbed a Cancer Corp member in each hand and slammed them
together. They disintegrated on impact. Meanwhile, Beta Ray Bill threw himself into a large group of
Cancer Corpsmen and began to swing his enchanted hammer, Stormbreaker, smashing at least one
bogus Nova with every swing.
Meanwhile, the Silver Surfer fired blasts from either hand, racing around the horizon, killing as
many Cancer Corps members as he could. Their numbers seemed to be never ending. The Surfer
looked down at Nova Prime to see him in battle with the being who appeared to be the leader of this
hellish horde.
Nova Prime fought to keep Cancer Prime's hands off of his throat. Richard didn't want to fly,
nor did he want to use any energy bursts. He simply wanted to fight, and apparently so did his dark
doppelganger. Good.
However, like a piece of paper in the wind, his opponent was ripped out of his hands. Richard
looked up to see the Silver Surfer streaking away with Cancer Prime.
“Surfer!” Richard yelled. “He's mine!”
“Look around you, Nova Prime,” the Surfer replied. “You have a team to lead.”
Richard realized the Surfer was right. When these Cancerverse idiots appeared, Richard could
only think of violence. There was so much more to being a hero, though.
Richard shot into the sky to join Quasar, who was currently fighting several of the Cancer Corps.
“Quasar!” Richard yelled. “This fight is going to be on an epic scale, and I need to take you out of
it.”
“What?” Quasar shouted. “Why?”
“I need you to evacuate as many innocents, as you can!” Richard said sternly, but still
pleadingly.
Quasar paused. This wasn't the kind of request he was used to. He could only ask, “How?”
“I don't know,” Richard smirked. “But you're Quasar, the Protector of the Universe, so I'm not
worried about the 'how'.”
Richard raced off and left Quasar to his task. Quasar had an idea, and as they said, it was so
stupid that it just might work. Quasar had recently come back from the dead just like his friend,
Richard, and giving up was no longer in either of their vocabulary's.
“Darkhawk! Torpedo!” Quasar called over his communicator. “On me. I'm the stagecoach,
and you two are riding shotgun!”
Having left Quasar to his impossible task, Richard shot across the sky, passing heroes and
Cancer Corps members, locked in battle. It took everything Richard had to not stop at each
confrontation to help out, but his next task was to find out how these bastards were back in his
universe! It was obvious that this had something to do with Sam.
Captain America and Iron Man had already pulled Sam Alexander onto the roof of a nearby
building. They couldn't stop the slugs from pouring out of Sam's mouth and turning into Cancer Corp
members. The Cancer Novas were very powerful, and eventually the heroes, and the city, would be
overwhelmed.

“Cap!” Richard shouted as he landed on the roof next to them. “What's going on with the kid?”
“We're not sure,” Cap said. “Iron Man ran some initial diagnostics with his armor, and his body
registers human.”
Richard turned to Iron Man, “Nothing special about him? No energy signatures running
through his body?”
“None,” Iron Man shook his head. “Should there be any, Rider?”
Richard grit his teeth. This had to stop. He slammed his hands on Iron Man's armored
shoulders.
“Look, Stark,” Richard began. “When we're out on the field, you can address me as Nova Prime.
I will even answer to Nova, since I was the first person on our planet with that title and honor. Are we
clear?”
There was an awkward silence among the three heroes.
“Understood…Nova,” Iron Man says. In the past, there would have been a fight between
heroes due to wounded or slighted pride. However, Tony Stark understood what was at stake here,
and he also understood that Richard Rider was a hero. According to several of the Avengers he was a
good one too.
This definitely caught Richard off guard. He really wasn't sure what to do next. Yet, with that
being cleared up, Richard realized it was time for all of them to move on.
“Thank you, Iron Man,” Richard said, removing his hands from Iron Man's shoulders. “Can you
please scan me as well? You should find an energy that we call the Nova Force, running through my
body.”
Iron Man's eye shields flipped a couple of times until he got the correct lenses to x-ray Nova's
body. He was surprised to see the amount of power coursing through Nova's blood and veins. This
looked nothing like Sam Alexander's scan.
“You definitely have a whole bunch of energy pumping through you that Sam doesn't,” Iron
Man confirmed.
Richard was onto a theory.
“Do you guys know how this kid got his powers?” Richard asked.
“He once mentioned that his power was derived from his helmet,” Captain America answered.
“Odd,” Richard contemplated. “Xandarian Nova's, Nova's like me, have never needed their
helmet for their powers. The Nova Force is contained within them.”
“Coincidence?” Iron Man asked, knowing exactly what Richard was thinking.
“No such thing as coincidences, Iron Man,” Captain America interrupted. “That helmet is
bringing them into our universe!”
***
Star-Lord and his team arrived to the fight, and with heavy hitters like Groot and Drax, it looked like
the heroes were beginning to even out the odds. Star-Lord knew that he had to make amends with
Richard. Being on the same side in a big fight like this was a good start.
With the rest of his team joining the battle, Star-Lord decided that he would find Richard and
see if there were any new developments. When it came to the Cancerverse nothing was as it seemed.
He cursed the fact that he had believed he had put the Cancerverse behind him.Shit happens, but at
least Richard was back.
“I am Groot!” Groot bellowed.
“You bet your splintered ass, buddy!” Rocket responded. “There are a lot of asses to be kicked
today!”
Drax calmly sharpened his knives. While originally created to destroy the mad Titan, Thanos,
he still lived for moments like these. The wicked and the unjust needed to be destroyed, no matter
what shape or form they came in.
Gamora watched the men around her prepare for battle. All seemed focused on the task at

hand except for Peter Quill. The Star-Lord had a lot on his mind. She'd have to keep her eyes on him.
When she wasn't killing these Nova impostors, of course.
***
Iron Man struggled to remove Sam's helmet. Every time he pulled at it, a very powerful vacuum pulled
it back on. All the while, slugs would push themselves out of Sam's mouth and become more members
of the Cancer Corps. Every second that this battle raged on jeopardized the lives of every man,
woman, and child on this planet.
Richard reached for the helmet to try and remove it as well, but he could also feel the vacuum
resisting him. If he pulled too hard he wasn't sure what kind of damage would befall Sam. Richard
realized that he and Iron Man were plenty strong enough, so removing this helmet would take a
different approach.
A moment later, the Comet flew down to the rooftop next to Richard, carrying the corpse of a
dead Cancer Corpsman.
“I was keeping an eye on you, big brother,” the Comet said. “And I think I have your solution.”
With that, the Comet put his arms around the corpse, and used the corpse's hands to remove
Sam's helmet. It came off without a struggle. Comet put the helmet gently into Richard's hands,
smiled at his brother, and then flew back into battle.
“Smart kid,” Iron Man joked.
“MIT grad and worked at Project Pegasus,” Richard nodded.
“Really?” Iron Man asked. “I'm surprised he didn't build himself a suit of armor as well.”
Richard chuckled, “Well, he did build a robot, who also happened to be a detective.”
“Gentlemen,” Cap reminded them. “Let's get back to our task, which right now is destroying
this helmet.”
Richard handed the helmet to Iron Man, distracted by a bright yellow flash in the corner of his
eye. It was Quasar and his quantum bands. The evacuation of the city looked to be successfully
underway.
***
Quasar was pleased with his plan, he just prayed that things would continue to run smoothly. Being in
the big city, Quasar couldn't help but to create his own quantum train! The energy form was about a
half mile long at this point, and was still growing. He made sure it moved at a very slow speed so that
civilians could actually run next to, and then onto, his Quantum Express!
Quasar was feeling confident about this, even at the slower speed. How could he not? Not only
did he have Spider-Man and Hawkeye riding the quantum-powered mass transit as
conductors/security, but he also had Darkhawk and the Torpedo taking down any Cancer Corps
members trying to attack them from above.
The Avengers were a tremendous help. With no words having to be spoken, Spidey and
Hawkeye had jumped onto the train, and then Captain Marvel and the Falcon started picking
pedestrians up and placing them onboard. Quasar allowed himself a slight sigh.
Why couldn't heroes work together like this all the time? That was one of the reasons Richard
resented the Avengers. He could understand differences of opinion, but a Civil War? What a joke.
Richard may not be a scientist, but he was a good and honest man, who wanted to do right by people.
Snapping back to the present, Quasar guessed that as long as the heavy hitters could keep the
flow of new Cancer Corpsmen as low as possible, then the Quantum Express would stand a fighting
chance of getting the civilians as far from the battleground as possible.
***
Richard Rider and Iron Man had both tried smashing the helmet and failed. Now they each grabbed a
corner of Sam's helmet and tried pulling in opposite directions, but the helmet wouldn't break.
“It looks like physical force isn't going to do the job,” Captain America announced. “And as
much as I'd like to see Thor and Beta Ray Bill bash this with their hammers, I think we have to consider

other means.”
“If Sam's powers were from this helmet,” Iron Man suggested. “Maybe we can overload it with
more energy?”
“It's worth a shot,” Nova agreed.“But Nova's can absorb energy, so we're going to need a lot of
power to overload it.”
“I believe we can help,” came a voice from behind. It belonged to Gladiator. He was helping the
wounded Hyperion walk off the beating he had taken earlier.
“What happened to Thor?” Cap asked.
He's already joined the battle.” Gladiator calmly responded.
“I wasn't that effective earlier,” Hyperion said with a newfound humility. “But I'm ready to do
my part.”
“I'll leave the Avengers to handle this,” Richard announced. “I need to get back to the Silver
Surfer.”
We'll keep you posted, Nova,” Cap nodded.
With that, Nova nodded and sped off.
***
Cancer Prime stood over the smoldering body of the Silver Surfer. The Surfer had underestimated
Cancer Prime's power set, and Galactus' former herald now lay prone atop his board. Meanwhile,
Cancer Prime watched as Richard Rider streaked above him. Already full of bloodlust from his battle
with the Silver Surfer, Cancer Prime did not hesitate to fire a full blast of the cosmic energy he had
absorbed from the Surfer, at Nova.
Nova's body buckled unnaturally, and dropped like a stone towards the street below. Cancer
Prime screamed in triumph and then rushed over to the body of his latest victim. While ecstatic with
his kill, he also felt a bit disappointed that his counterpart died so easily. Cancer Prime turned the
corpse over to reveal a large hole in Nova's back and torso. He also noticed that this Nova wasn't
human. This wasn't Richard Rider.
“Morrow!” Richard Rider screamed.
Cancer Prime turned just in time to eat Richard's fist. The two warped images of one other
crashed to the street in a savage exchange of fists and energy blasts. Dozens of Cancer Prime's
Corpsmen used the opportunity to help their leader, and jumped Nova Prime. Namorita had been
fighting for her own life, but she had been sure to keep an eye on Richard the whole time. Seeing the
mob attack him, she rushed over to help.
“Richard!” she yelled, as she began throwing bodies in all directions.
Richard shrugged the remaining Corpsmen off of him.
“Thanks for the save, Nita,” Richard nodded. He then looked down to see an injured Cancer
Prime, laying in the rubble. Seeing his opponent incapacitated, Richard rushed over to his fallen
friend, Morrow. Richard knelt down and held Morrow.
“Morrow…?” Namorita asked, hoping her eyes deceived her.
Richard shook his head sadly. “He's gone.”
Richard gently placed Morrow down on the ground.
“I'm sorry, Rich,” Namorita offered. Richard hugged Namorita.
“Nita,” Richard began. “I need you to go back to the Airwalker and check on Worldmind…I
mean Ko-Rel. I haven't heard from her in a while, and we could use her help figuring out alternate
ways to end this madness.”
Before Richard could say another word, Cancer Prime crashes into his back, and as Richard's
neck snapped backwards, Cancer Prime lifts them both into the sky. Namorita desperately wanted to
follow Richard, but she had to trust that he could handle himself. Richard had given her a task and it
was a solid idea. She would try to hurry back to him.
TO BE CONTINUED...
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As Night falls in Manhattan...

T

wo police officers walked their beat, the moon and the occasional street lamp being the only
light illuminated on them. One spun a nightstick around in his loose grip while the other had his
hands placed deeply in the warmth of his pockets. They talked like old friends, obviously
having been partners for a long time. Both had interests in the same sports, and that was usually the
topic of conversation.
Tonight, however, was television show night. “It was hilarious,” the first cop, Bordin, began.
“He was trying to explain how to pull off this insurance scam he had using a toy car and an olive—”
“Yeah, I know,” Patton, the other cop, replied. “I saw it. Remember?”
“Yeah, it was just funny is all.” Bordin pulled out his flashlight, which was holstered at the hip
opposite his gun. He motioned toward a sidestep alley with a nod of his head. The last nook and cranny
they had to check. “Come on, let's check this alley out and we'll get back to the precinct.”
“Sure,” Patton said. His feet were aching. They usually ached at the end of his shift; tonight was
no exception. Before taking out his flashlight, he slipped one foot out of its shoe and massaged it with
his hand. Bordin went on ahead into the pitch-black alley, his flashlight flickering on as he did. The
alley was bathed in a circle of luminescence, and Patton followed his partner in after slipping his shoe
back on and turned on his own flashlight.
They both made a quick sweep of the alley with their lights, holding them above their shoulders
as they were trained. Nothing, like usual. There rested only a dumpster and a couple of metallic trash
cans, which stank as always. Some garbage littered the area and some graffiti marred one building,
but that was all. A rusted fire escape ascended to their left up a brown brick apartment building, and to
their right, an identical building lacking the fire escape.
Bordin stepped deeper into the alley. “I'm just going to check out this dumpster quickly,” he
said.
“For dinner?” Patton replied.
Bordin ignored Patton's remark and approached the dumpster, his flashlight marking his path.
He walked toward it with a calm step, expecting nothing. He crept along the far wall and pivoted
himself to see what there was.
And, as he did, he gasped! He caught sight of something unexpected!
“What is it?” Patton asked, rushing to his partner's side. As he came around the dumpster, he
saw what had caused Bordin's alarm.
A dead man lay crumpled beside the green, stained dumpster. It was hard to tell for how long
the man had been dead, because the dumpster's stench overpowered the body's. But the blood
trailing down his nose was still a little damp.
“Who is this guy?” asked Patton.
“Uh, he's on our most wanted list for something, but I can't remember. All I remember is the
face-without the blood.”
A few silent moments passed, the two cops shaking, wondering what they should do,
hesitating to call it in before they properly knew what to call in. Then Patton spoke: “Touch him.”
“No, you touch him,” Bordin replied.
“Nudge him with a stick then,” Patton muttered as Bordin shined his flashlight on the man's
stomach, and was surprised to see a note.
“What does that say?” Patton asked as Bordin bent down and snatched the note up.
He read it aloud: “It says, 'For Night Thrasher and Rage: We Missed You'.” He looked up at his
partner. “Who are they?”
“Part of that New Warriors group. They were a big media hype a while back for beating up on
some guy called the Sphinx. Shouldn't that say 'We've MissedYou', not 'we'?”

“I don't know. What should we call in?” asked Patton.
Bordin shook his head. He had no clue. “What can we call in? A felon is dead, and these guys,
Night Thrasher and Rage, may know why. The question is... how do we get hold of them?”

The New Warrior’s Crash Pad
“Dwayne!” a female voice called out as Night Thrasher—the Dwayne in question—could hear heavy
footsteps rumble toward the ground level computer lab. He was adorned in his armour, his mask lying
on the oak desk on which his computer sat. Until moments ago, he was intensely studying some
transactions that his company, the Taylor Foundation, had made on account of the New Warriors. The
company had been owned by his father, and was now passed onto him. Now, this sudden female voice
loudly interrupted today's good start.
“Here we go,” he thought, and placed his head inside an open hand to cover his vision, his other
hand holding a hot cup of coffee, the morning's ritual.
The door burst opened and in walked Kymaera, the team's blue-skinned human/Atlantean. In
one hand, she held a newspaper, the front page splashed with what looked like a grisly black-andwhite photograph.
“What's this?” Kymaera said, throwing the newspaper onto the desk. Night Thrasher looked
over to the newspaper as he let his eyes fall on the picture on the front. There it was: a man lying with
his bones broken in several places, distorted into a shape in which no human being should be. A note,
written in large letters, clearly read, 'For Night Thrasher and Rage: We MissedYou'.
“Looks to me like a murder,” Night Thrasher replied with a quizzical look on his face. “With my
and Rage's names written all over it. And bad grammar.” Some concern dropped into his restful
attitude. This was something he didn't expect. His concern wasn't so much with the person lying
dead—it seemed to be a felon—but with the fact that someone who would commit such an atrocity
was loose on the streets.
“I don't think the grammar is actually bad, just not graceful,” Kymaera remarked. Her concern
was not with the grammar, but with the picture. “Do you know anything about this?”
Night Thrasher put his coffee cup down on the desk and a quiet knock accompanied. He took
the newspaper in both hands and began reading the article. The article told him nothing except that
an investigation was underway as to who the perpetrator of the murder was. It was announced that
Henry Geigis was the dead man in the picture, a multiple-time armed jewel thief. He had killed twice.
Karma had apparently gotten to him before he could kill again.
“Who did this?” asked Kymaera, intent on getting answers. “Is this Midnight's Fire again? Do
you remember how he did this the last time? Killed a few cops to get to you.”
“No, this wouldn't be him. Otherwise why would Rage's name be on here, too?” Dwayne
furrowed a brow. This was concerning. Someone was out on the streets doing this type of thing! What
if he struck again and killed someone innocent? Who would want to get to him and Rage so badly that
they would kill a man just to make an announcement? He definitely had to be stopped.
Kymaera spoke, “This is obviously the work of someone as twisted as Midnight's Fire is.
Someone who wants to get back at you and Elvin so badly, he would actually commit murder.
Someone who may already have been a murderer. Someone who wanted to send out a message.”
“Someone who doesn't know how to use a phone,” Night Thrasher added. He took his mask
and placed it under one arm. “Where's Elvin?” he asked.
“I'm not sure.”
Dwayne rose from his seat and shut off the computer's monitor.
“Where are you going?”
“To get some answers,” he replied as he made his way to the door. “This guy needs to be
stopped.”
*****

A few minutes later, in one of the sub-basements of the Crash Pad....
Night Thrasher walked into a room on the second sub-basement. It was metallic and bright, like the
other rooms, and gave Night Thrasher the feeling that he was in some sort of high-tech dungeon.
Since Rage had found the sub-basements months ago and HYDRA agents had revealed themselves,
he had been wondering why HYDRA needed all this. He knew he'd never have an answer. Speedball,
Rage, and Hindsight were seated in the room, Hindsight hunched over a computer monitor like Night
Thrasher had been minutes earlier. “Good,” he said as he entered. “You're here. We have work to do.”
“Who?” Speedball asked. “Me or Rage?”
“Rage,” Night Thrasher replied as he continued down the room to where Hindsight was
reading text scrolling down on a computer screen. His usual red jumpsuit was on, and the reflection of
the screen clearly flickered in his glasses.
“Carlton,” he said as he stopped. He took his mask out from under his arm and placed it on the
desk next to the computer. “I need you to pull up a list of all the foes that only Elvin and I have dealt
with.”
“One second,” Carlton replied. He pulled up another computer application with a few clicks
here and there. The wonders of multitasking computers enabled his previous program to run in the
background while he loaded the new one into memory. Soon, it appeared, a database program that
held the names and information of all of the adversaries the New Warriors had fought. It had
miscellaneous information on other superpowered evils, but Night Thrasher wasn't concerned with
those right now.
“Just you and Rage?” he asked, more of a double check than a question. Night Thrasher
hummed a 'mm-hmm' sound, and Carlton made the necessary query to the database. The
information splashed onto the screen, a short list of names of superpowered individuals. Carlton read
them aloud: “Field Force, The Grind—Where do they come up with their names? Aside from the Hulk,
I've never heard of any of these people!”
“This list doesn't say anything to me,” Night Thrasher responded, feeling fruitless. “Who would
want to get back at us? Field Force's English was too jilted; it couldn't be them. The Grind, no. He's
doing hard time and he doesn't look like the type of guy who'd be able to escape.”
“Maybe it's the Hulk,” Speedball said, approaching the computer. “Maybe he reverted back
into his mean, lean hunk of goodness.”
“No, it couldn't be him, either,” Night Thrasher responded. “The grammar on the note was
almost graceful.”
“What note?” Rage asked. He looked over to Night Thrasher, who turned around and looked
back.
“Elvin, does this ring a bell of any kind: 'For Night Thrasher and Rage: We MissedYou'?”
“Shouldn't it be 'we've missed you'? And, no. No bells.”
“Who misses you? Where'd you get the note?” Speedball asked.
Night Thrasher pondered the question. “Have you seen today's paper?”
“Ugh, reading,” Speedball said with his tongue sticking out of a gaping mouth. “I get enough of
that from trigonometry. Do you think I want to do it on a Saturday?”
“Don't worry. The newspaper has pictures,” Night Thrasher responded.
“Yeah, I'm aware of that.”
“There was an article in today's paper about a homicide in Manhattan. Apparently, a wellknown multiple-offending armed robber was broken in several different places several different
times.”
“What does that have to do with us?” Rage asked, the heavy chains and metal pieces on his
costume rattling with each step he took toward the rest of the group.
Night Thrasher looked over at him. “We've been implicated in it.”
“The note?” Rage asked.

“Yeah, the note. It was found pinned to the guy with glass.”
“Nasty.” Rage thought for a second. “Who do we know who'd do that?”
“A lot of people. But none that would name us in it.”
“So what do we do about it?” Speedball asked. Night Thrasher just stood there, in what the
other New Warriors had come to recognize as his 'thinking mode', a hand to his chin and his eyes
glazed, as if not paying attention to anything. It looked like he was entranced.
“There's not much we can do at all. I can only think of one thing....” He looked at the others, first
at Speedball, who was immediately behind his right shoulder, then at Rage and Hindsight as he
pivoted around so his vision could take them in also. They bore the expressions of listeners.

As midnight shivered away in the cold night air...
“I can't believe Thrash has us out here on a stakeout,” Nova grumbled from on top of a roof. He peered
down at the alleyway below, the heat vision provided by his helmet being the only reason he could see
anything down below at all. He was scared by the different heat intensities coming from the
dumpster, but, other than that, the night bore no excitement.
This was the alley in which the body of the felon had been found the night before. Each of the
New Warriors were looking over different parts of the city, trying to find, in a hope-against-hope
situation, any clue that would lead to the identity of the murderer. In teams of two, Night Thrasher and
Rage were searching the west side while Namorita and Turbo searched the east. Hindsight and
Timeslip remained at the Crash Pad, which left Speedball and Nova to monitor the alleyway in which
the body was found. He thought that he would be the natural choice for a large-scale search of the city,
but Night Thrasher had chosen him to sit tight on the rooftop. No complaints from him. “Stupid bad
guys can't even use nice grammar. 'We Missed You.' It should be 'We've Missed You'. Why's he got us
out here, anyway? There's not much we can find.”
“What else could he do?” Speedball asked, his tinny voice sounding a little tinnier in the moist
air. Around his head, he wore what looked like communication headgear. It resembled a pair of
headphones with a microphone twisted around to the mouth. “There's not a whole lot that can
happen at a time like this. What else would you suggest we do, break out the Batmobile?”
“I think we should kick back,” Nova replied as he reached for the last beer in the six-pack he had
brought with him. He non-verbally offered it to Speedball with a slight indication, but Speedball
declined. He then yanked the beer tab, and, with his incredible strength, found it easier to just pull the
whole tab off instead of back. He dropped the disconnected tab onto the roof's gravel-covered
surface. “I gotta work in the morning. I can't be doing this all night.” He took a heavy swig of the can,
almost slurping a quarter of the foamy liquid back in one take. He pulled the can back from his mouth,
swallowing loudly. “Can the cops press charges against Thrash an' Rage for somethin' like this?”
Speedball thought for a second, back to the times when his dad was prosecuting
superpowered individuals. “No, they can't. They can force them into a temporary cease-and-desist on
vigilantism 'til they clear the whole mamma-jamma up, but that's as far as it goes.”
“Didn't you have a date with that girlfriend of yours?”
Speedball looked up at him. “She's not my girlfriend, big guy,” he replied. “At least, not yet.”
Although it almost pained his heart to say that, it was true. But he liked the implication.
“Are you kidding? I saw the way you guys have been lookin' at each other—”
A rattling garbage can interrupted Nova and Speedball's banter! They both looked down into
the alley, Nova being the only one who could clearly see what was going on in various shades of red
and black.
“What's the skinny?” Speedball asked.
“We got someone down there,” Nova whispered back as he put up a hand to quiet Speedball
down. He watched the warm red blobs in his heat-sensitive vision move around. Swirls of darker and
darker red flowed inward in each blob. “There's four figures draggin' another one behind them,” Nova

whispered in his quietest voice.
Speedball noiselessly and slowly backed away from the alleyway toward the other side of the
roof. He put a hand on his microphone, pressing it toward his mouth, as he tapped a button on his right
earpiece, which meant to open up a channel to Night Thrasher and Rage. “Thrash,” he said as he heard
a click. The connection was open. “There's something going down in the alley. Rich and I are going to
find out what's happening.”
Nova watched the blobs, hearing muffled voices from stories below speak words he could only
hear in consecutive vowels by the time the sounds hit his eardrums. He turned on his sound amplifiers,
built into his helmet, which he directed downward.
The conversation was the clincher. He heard Night Thrasher's and Rage's names being spoken.
These were the people for which they'd been searching. Good. He could stay awake at work the next
day if he beat them up in the next—he checked his watch—six minutes.
Speedball appeared next to Nova, looking down at the alley. “You ready?”
“It's them,” Nova replied. “There's four of them carrying someone new. I don't know who they
got this time, but they're talkin' about Thrash and Rage.”
Speedball looked over at him. “Let's go.” He hopped off the roof and let himself fall in a
controlled descent toward the ground. Suddenly, he arrived, and peered face-to-face at those whom
he couldn't quite see. “Whatever's going on, you'd better stop,” he spoke. “I know tae bo.”
He could sense the four criminals look up and toward him, and heard whomever they were
carrying drop to the ground with a dull thud.
A smash sounded above them! What seemed like a grunting missile hit the wall beside
Speedball a couple of stories up. Speedball looked up at Nova. Nova came crashing down into the
dumpster below! An audible barrage of sound filled the alley as he hit, and light garbage fluttered up
when he fell, drifting away.
Nova's hand grabbed the side of the dumpster as he supported his weight to lift himself out.
“That's the last time I have five beers before flyin',” he said groggily as he stood up on something
mushy. “What is that?” he asked himself as he looked at his boot.
“Take these little twerps down,” Speedball heard a female voice say. A moment later he was
hit! Something hard and spiky drove itself into his face! He was knocked backward, out of the alley.
Nova came next, flying out headfirst with a new cut adorning his cheek.
Nova and Speedball looked up and into the alley, still not seeing much but a long, thin yellow
line, crackling with energy.
And out they came, the four people that had been dragging the other behind them. Speedball
and Nova shouldn't have been surprised, but they were. Psionex, consisting of Mathemanic,
Coronary, Impulse, and Pretty Persuasions, revealed themselves in the light from the street lamps.
Pretty Persuasions held at her side her crackling whip, used to give control to the pleasure emotions of
whomever it touched. Impulse was still not quite out of the darkness of the alley, having gone back to
fetch their newest victim.
“Greetings,” Mathemanic, their arithmetical matter-bender, began.
“Oh great,” Nova said as he picked himself up, still feeling the effects of the beer swimming in
his head. He was surprised: usually American beer didn't hit him so hard. It must have been the late
hours. “What's your beef this time?” He watched, in the corner of his eye, as Speedball righted himself
as well.
“Oh, nothin' with you,” Coronary replied. His glassy, distorted skin, with shards rippling out
from every point of his body, glistened in the light bathing the street. “We just have a bone to pick with
Night Thrasher and Rage. We have a little issue to discuss with them about being dropped as soon as
their plans with you looked good. They took us in, made us feel like we'd get somewhere, then took off
on us without a second thought.”
Speedball asked, “So you have to go on a killing spree to teach them their lesson?”

“Sorry,” Pretty Persuasions said. “Yesterday was Impulse's fault. We're trying to get him to cut
down on his red meat intake.”
“Well, whatever,” Nova said. He tried to keep his balance, but ended up stumbling to his left
side. He regained his balance before falling over.
“Dude, you're embarrassing me,” Speedball whispered as he looked over to Nova, who held a
hand to his aching head. “You shouldn't have stood up so quickly.”
Nova pointed at Psionex, who spread themselves out in front of them. “And you didn't even get
the grammar right on the note.”
Mathemanic looked visibly frustrated. “I told you it sounded better to say 'We've Missed You',”
he whined, turning toward Coronary. Coronary ignored the 'I told you so' remark.
Speedball backed away a few paces as he heard his communication headgear click, indicating
an incoming call. He pressed the button on his earpiece and began speaking. “Speedball here.”
“Speedball.” He heard Turbo's voice flutter out of the headgear. “Thrash says you might have
found the bad guys. What's going on?”
“Who's that?” he heard Nova's loud voice call toward him.
“It's Turbo,” Speedball called back.
“Say 'hi',” Nova responded.
Speedball rolled his eyes as he heard Turbo's voice once again chirp at him. “Speedy, tell me
what's going on! Who's there?”
Speedball looked up at the members of Psionex, all taking stances as if they were waiting for
Speedball to be finished with his conversation. How polite of them. “Uh, you wouldn't believe who it
is,” he responded. He breathed a sigh, hesitating to continue. “You remember Psionex?”
“Oh, great,” Turbo responded. “Where are you?”
“Hurry up!” he heard, recognizing Impulse's annoying voice egging them on.
Speedball slapped his right shoulder with his hand, catching his comm unit, which was
attached to his costume. The comm unit sent out a signal to the rest of the Warriors. “Home in on
that,” he replied. “I gotta go. Company's waiting.” He turned off his headgear with a light dab at the
button on his earpiece and walked toward Psionex. He noticed Impulse's hand still clutched at some
unidentifiable body.
“Who do you have this time?” Nova asked. Apparently he had noticed, too. “I can't quite see.”
His night vision must have been turned off, as well as his heat vision. All the better: it was easier to see
in a situation like this.
“Oh, you're gonna love this,” Pretty Persuasions replied. She moved aside so that Impulse
could come out of the darkness completely. He did, and who he was dragging shocked Speedball and
Nova. Their eyes widened as a feeling of despair crept down both their backs.
“Oh, no,” Nova said, feeling the energy being wiped out of him. He was sobered up rather
quickly from the sight. “This isn't good.”
Impulse held in his hand the barely alive, yet still breathing, body of their victim. Bruises and
tears gashed the skin that was visible under the ripped and stained clothing. A swollen eye socket had
covered most of what was there, while it looked almost as if the man's jaw had been broken. Still, he
rested limply at Impulse's side, which meant he was unconscious. He was hardly recognizable in some
ways, but it was still clear who it was.
Chord.
TO BE CONTINUED NEXT TIME: HEADLESS

OLD SOLDIERS

Alfheim, realm of the Elves, interdimensionally connected by the world tree Yggdrasil…

I

ce Elves and Spice Elves. Air Elves in their wonderful flying machines. Sea Elves in their coral castles
along Hummingbird Bay. Triple-jointed Pleasure Elves. Elves of the Vale with their herds of wild
unicorns. Moon Elves all aglow with firefly wine. Together they form the kingdom of the Light Elves.
A kingdom of enchanted forests and natural champagne springs and more gardens than there are stars.
A kingdom of fairies and candy farmers. Of mermaid lagoons and orchards the size of oceans. A place of
peace and otherworldly wonder. Alfheim: An elvish paradise!
Yet even among all this splendor, this light, there is dark, for All-Father Odin knows light cannot exist
without dark.
Thus it was scant years ago, as humans reckon time, in a certain shantytown, deep in the Sugar
Woods, as three Elves of the Vale lead a unicorn carrying a most precious cargo out of Alfheim and
across the Rainbow Bridge of Bifrost (how they got past eagle-eyed Heimdell is a mystery to this day)
and into the universe of man.
In that universe, in its Milky Way galaxy, the world of Dalbain spins around the outer rim of the
Mephistoff Nebula, frequent home range of the awesome celestial necromancer the Wonder Worlock.
The three Elves, whose names remain as mysterious as their motivations, approach an aging
castle fortress and the surrounding agricultural grounds of the powerful enchanter Glandairos. Even as
the trio struggles to silence an errant whinny of their horned beast of burden, another sound takes to the
air: the cry of a baby. A strapping, healthy humanoid baby!
The sound – not the baby's cry, but the unicorn's whinny – was not lost on the resident Sorcerer
Supreme as he hies his elderly bones to its point of origin: a grove of gin'sa trees on veteran soldier and
sorcerer's apprentice Loch's farm in the back 40 of the castle grounds.
There, under a spreading tree, a babe, naked to the world. The world of Dalbain. There was
something special in this babe. A light. An alien, otherworldly light. Glandairos had never been happier.
Arion was “born!” That was 16 years ago.
Dalbain. NOW.

He is going to do it today.
The shy Arion has never attempted such a feat before, and especially with so esteemed a visitor.
But today he is going to do what he had wanted to do months ago. Today is the day.
He had been trying to keep it out of his mind, the Wonder Worlock having instructed him – as had
Glandairos and Loch – about approaching either side of the line between pain and pleasure when
laboring with the eldritch energies of magic.
But is it magic? At least of the variety Glandairos and the Wonder Worlock practice? Had Gar's
bobble lent him some as-yet-undefined power or, as the Dark Mage believes, is Arion himself the
possessor of the power and the strange pendent merely a focal artifact, like the twiggy wand Glandairos
once used?
It does not matter. His stirrings in the occult, such as it is, and his countless hours of lost sleep over
the twin images of a two-headed dragon and the form of the evil Kat'Wallidur on his pendent … Gar's
pendent … are done. For now. Today is the day!
BAMF!
And right on cue, a puff of purple smoke and stench of brimstone announce the scheduled arrival
of Arion's mentor, the Wonder Worlock, and the mage's sidekick, Captain Rand of the Goff ship New
Hope.
As the vortex of slithering vipers (thus its name) becomes faint, the Dark Mage steps toward the
Boy of Light, but with determined eyes Arion jumps past the ebon cape of the celestial shaman and
straight toward the uniformed, clean-cut military man.
“Hey, kid, are you crazy?” a startled Rand says, taking a step back. “Wha …. urk! ugh!”

Like everyone else in Creation, at least to Rand's way of thinking, Arion has a desire to choke
out the young captain!
The Wonder Worlock starts to intercede on behalf of his best friend, but the veteran of many
battles holds up his hand to halt any retaliation. Instead, his body weaves back and forth, his arms at
his side, as Arion shakes the Goff boy and pulls the long twin strands of Rand's ebony necktie into
several different geometric shapes, obviously each making the noose tighter and tighter around
Rand's collared neck. Arion grabs the rear strand, pulls it hard and firmly and the captain's eyes fairly
bug out of his clean-cut head.
urk! ugh!
Finally, just as the Dark Mage starts to again intercede, Arion rises, releases and actually begins
to loosen Rand's tie. Rand signals to stop, and thus Arion instead straightens Rand's tie and knot at his
throat. He dusts the Goff captain off, shakes his hand and says “Thank you, Rand … if I may call you by
the familiar, sir?”
Rand's throat is a tad raw to answer, but he nods in the affirmative.
“Instantaneous explanation, young man, or YOUR image may join Kat'Wallidur and the twoheaded dragon on that bobble!” the obviously angered Wonder Worlock demands.
“Many, many apologies, O Sir, Captain,” Arion says. “I would never disrespect you in public,
Captain. But here, in Loch's barn, well … the Dark Mage is my friend and I wanted you to be too. I don't
know how to say this, but my … light? … finds you most appealing. Clean-cut, sharp part in your hair,
uniform always starch-stiff and immaculate, collar crisp, tie tight, and you're, well, good … nice! I hope
I am saying this correctly.
“You and my mentor are brothers; I want to be your brother too. And I noted that when you
both are closest, something like this happens …”
Rand glares at the Wonder Worlock, whose collar suddenly grows to encompass the eye slits of
his cowl on Rand's side.
“Look, kid, fine with me,” Rand says. “The universe has been beating me up all my life. This
necktie thing, though, that is all the Wonder Worlock's. I gotta live with that cuz I gotta live with him
cuz I cannot imagine life without him. So, although this is not a phrase they taught us at the Academy
… you can choke me anytime. S'alright.”
Arion's body has the blaze of a small star around it. He finally understands the pleasure. Pain,
now … pain is something the Boy of Light has known most of his existence. Light and dark. Dark and
light.
The Ghost Dimension.

Any living being caught in this realm's web of existence is doomed to remain there forever and to view
the areas of their past, unable to interact or interfere with those perceptions. It is an agonizing
existence, one the water-breathers of Neptunia long ago saw fit to utilize as a manner to mete out
justice. In its long but uneventful history, only one entity has ever escaped from the Ghost Dimension:
Glandairos of Dalbain.
This powerful necromancer, sentenced to the dimension by the Goff, did something no other
being had ever done. He talked, got acquainted with the intangible entities who were his companions,
criminals and evil geniuses all.
Along with Vargas of Neptunia and Roj-Le of Gaza, Glandairos discovered what the Nameless
Entities that arose within that realm's perpetual blackness found over time. Namely, that their
collective intelligence could occasionally direct the Ghost Dimension's random wanderings.
But unknown to Vargas and the mad Roj-Le, Glandairos found that by applying a little science
and a little magic to the mix one could actually get the dimension to caress the Omniversal Skin.
By combining what he knew of dark magic and the mystical powers of the ancient Neptunians,
stolen from those he has killed with his own bare bony hands, Glandairos was able to disguise his true

intentions and trick the white magic that guards the ethereal gates. The former Host General of
Dalbain became the first known entity in history to escape the pocket dimension … only to be
returned by the same jailer, his arch-foe the Wonder Worlock.
Glandairos knows he will not escape the same way twice. The Dark Mage would see to that.
Wizards plan, the gods laugh, Glandairos thinks to himself this day, and cackles to himself. Well, 'O Sir,'
I know a wizard with a plan …
Dalbain. At Glandairos' former sanctum sanctorum

On the castle grounds now belonging to the solider Loch, in a room darkened by natural and
supernatural means, Arion sits on a bale of hay, breathing methodically. He concentrates on the
general store in the village and on the memory of Captain Rand. He looks within himself and, all of a
sudden, the Boy of Light is immersed in a shadow world darker than the room. He sees an after-image
of Rand walking the miles from Loch Manor (as it is now known) to the nearest rural village, and Arion
physically follows the shade of Rand to … Murphy's General Feed & Grain!
“What took ya so long, kid?”
It was he, Captain Rand! Arion had done it, consciously. Whether it was he or Gar's bobble was
superfluous to the lad.
He hugged Rand on the street corner before the captain could do anything about it, soon doing
similar with the now-visible Wonder Worlock, who had been following Arion in case of difficulty.
“Well done, Arion,” the shaman says.
“And the captain's telepathy?” the golden boy inquires.
“Never used it, one whit,” Rand swears.
Arion is more than elated, and it is infectious.
As the three men head to Ye Olde Soda Shoppe for a celebratory treat, Arion's head suddenly
starts to glow again. The cosmic awareness of the Wonder Worlock pounds his cowled head like an
alarm clock.
“Zootalaris! Arion, you have a witch-stamp … a time-bomb in your brain!” he screams, sending
some citizens running and others coming to their brother's aid. “Who could have hidden such from
ME?”
Arion and the mage answer with the same word: Glandairos!
“Back, citizens! Rand, back!” the Wonder Worlock calls as he teleports Arion and himself into
deepest space. “Arion, just hang on, son …”
“O Sir, what … ?”
BAMF!
Deepest Space.

Even as Arion's young eyes refocus to the twinkling lights of the inner Milky Way and look at the
Wonder Worlock in confusion, in desperation, his bobble rises on its chain and the strange image of a
two-headed dragon first glows and then grows. And then takes wing!
The Wonder Worlock cannot believe his eyes. The animal is the legendary, older brother of the
Tridactyl Trio, one of the beings forever sentenced to the Dread Dungeon of Doom, which lost one of
its original heads while locked in battle with All-Father Odin, king of the Aesir!
How came the beast to the bobble of a Neptunian space captain? the mage wonders, but he has
no time to ponder as a dimensional rift opens behind Arion and out soars a most welcome face.
This is Denarian, the Woman called Nova, a former denizen of Universe 2814 and today a
member and deputy praetor of the Star Blazers!
Heroes all, the Star Blazers are an army of powerful beings from throughout the worlds of the
other-dimensional Threlkellian Empire. Nova has become comfortable as one of Emperor Traven's
hand-picked soldiers over the years since she fell from the sky there. Memories great and small are

denied her, but there was nothing left for Denarian in Universe 2814. In her home of the past years, in
the Threlkellian Empire, there is duty, there is honor, there is protecting and serving … there is life! Her
life.
And part of her life is her mentor and sometimes team instructor, the Wonder Worlock.
“Zootalaris!” the Dark Mage says, stunned. “Denarian … Nova??!”
“O Sir, our good King, the great telepath Zavar, has foreseen terrible darkness and has sent me
to this dimension to warn you, I ...” Nova's comm communicates across the airless void before the
physical and psychic roar of the hulking two-headed dragon drowns out all. “By the Sword of Traven!”
Nova exclaims, startled.
Arion, floating on one of his light discs, has his sole attention on the dragon. He has yet to
notice Nova's arrival and certainly does not hear what the celestial sorcerer hears in his own mind: the
far-away but very clear cackling laughter of Ghost Dimension prisoner Glandairos.
Thou art an awesome foe indeed, Glandairos, the Dark Mage concedes to himself, knowing a
now-smiling phantom “hears” him somewhere.
“Brave Nova, we will speak later, but there is chicanery most foul afoot,” the star mage says.
“Do you remember our training exercise on Olympia? Flight 17-Cross?”
“Aye, O Sir!” the now-together Star Blazer responds. “Flight 17-Cross, aye!”
The Wonder Worlock takes focus on the two-headed flying reptile before him as the creature
pulls together its facial composition and dual fanged mouths dripping in poison snap around the
edges of the wizard's cape, its ebony border almost invisible in the sea of night.
The galactic guardian opens that cape wide, and crimson shards of poison fire fly forward and
all about. But they merely bounce off the lizard's scaly body. “Rrrrrarrrr!!” is the double-dactyl's only
response.
“I will not fail! Lives depend on the Wonder Worlock!”
“RRRRROOOOORRRRRRAAARRRRRR!!!!!!” The alien dragon suddenly screeches in shock
and pain. Nova has warped out of that particular space sector and reentered at great momentum,
striking one of the creature's mammoth wings and seriously damaging its power of space flight.
Denarian then hits the beast with a gravimetric pulse that would split a minor moon, just as speedily –
her forte – soaring away.
Before his injured foe, the Wonder Worlock morphs into a mocking version of the flying reptile
and the battle is joined! A battle of hulking leviathans! Cosmic fire negates cosmic fire, double neck
punches are thrusted and parried, as the beast resists both physical and psychic attacks. Hypnosis
fails as well.
Suddenly, a gloved fist out of nowhere lands an old-fashioned haymaker into the ribs of the
lizard at hyper-sonic speeds. Simultaneously, Blue Bands of Bedevilment stream like Christmas
ribbons from limbo, bolstered by the Ruby Ribbons of mighty Randak! The esoteric bindings from the
wizard entrap the dragon, then they quickly contract.
“RRRRROOOOORRRRRRAAARRRRRR!!!!!!”
Now, while a second presents itself… the Wonder Worlock thinks. Now!
The mage concentrates, and the twisting spiral of a wormhole blooms in the darkness of space
like a poison flower, its inner edges seeming to have the teeth of a protozoan carnivore. It is the Dread
Dungeon of Doom, opening at the celestial shaman's bequest not to release any beings enslaved
therein but instead to add another name to the roster.
The super-swift Nova creates a vortex of solar winds which gather the wings of the two-headed
dragon like great sails, forcing the injured reptile through the rift and into the mystic pocket
dimension.
“A family reunion with your brother should be quite the thing!” the triumphant necromancer
yells, sealing shut the great dimensional door to the Dungeon as the dragon's cries of confused
urgency echo in the stillness of the eternal.

Wizards plan, the gods laugh, Glandairos thinks, and cackles to himself in the lonesome silence
of the Ghost Dimension. It returns, like an echo in a seashell, to the mind's ear of the Wonder Worlock.
“fie” is his only whispered comment.
Back on Dalbain.
Eldritch energy pours from the right hand of the being above him, the one clad all in ebony with a
collared cloak that threatens to seemingly engulf the light of the surrounding stars themselves.
Tongues of flames which do not burn lift the shining body of Arion above the head of the cosmic
champion.
As the Eternal Fingers of Flame blaze through the body, psyche and soul of Arion, the Wonder
Worlock's third eye, the Orb of Ogor, examines the Boy of Light. In the end, there is no longer anything
to find. The former space knight Loch and Captain Rand rejoice while the woman called Nova paces in
the background, mind moving as fast as her legendary form. But the cowled head of the Dark Mage
hangs low.
“Apologies, Arion,” the wizard says as the Orb vanishes from the magician's skull. “I should
have foreseen this, with my teep, my cosmic awareness. We knew … I knew how wily and smart
Glandairos is. Why did I not check you out thoroughly before?”
Arion puts his hand on one shoulder, Captain Rand and Loch stepping up and mirroring the
action.
“O Sir, you had no way of knowing,” Arion says. “We do not expect you to be Providence, to be
infallible, omniscient, perfect. And if you do, you are certainly in the WRONG universe. We -- those
who love you, who cheer you on – just expect you to be that which you already are: our friend.”
“Couldn't've said it better, kid,” Rand says, his gently cocky manner returning.
The stoic Loch just nods. The Wonder Worlock's head looks up and the boys believe it is
probably smiling.
“Rand,” says the mage, “That is DEFINITELY true.”
The rooms of Loch's castle echo with laughter, albeit briefly. But as the veteran soldier and his
guests start out to Ye Olde Soda Shoppe for a postponed celebratory treat, Denarian steps forward.
And as she talks, all laughter or thoughts of laughter cease.
Week’s Later...

The world of Dalbain spins around the outer rim of the Mephistoff Nebula, far from the expanse of the
great Goff Empire and to the south, if such measurements mean anything in space, of the desert
world of Za.
Here in his ancient castle does Loch, former acolyte to the wizard Glandairos and legendary
hero of the Dalbain army, study his maps and charts. There is something in the air this day. He is
relaxing, at least as best as he has ever been able to, enjoying a warm fire and a bowl of remlaq stew.
But there is still something … a warrior's gut feeling, the strain to the body and mind a lioness
has before she pounces, a spider has the second before it ambushes its quarry from a trapdoor
beneath the earth.
More than once, Loch has gambled his life and the lives of many others on such a feeling. The medals
which line his old uniforms from a thousand battles attest to the gut feeling's success. And then a
memory is stirred by this feeling, this instinct. He doesn't like the recollection. Not one bit!
“Nwara!!” he screams to the echo of empty walls. Then barely a whisper: “d'ast”
Nwara it was, the self-proclaimed “Death Lord,” who loosed the undead upon Loch's native
world, threatening the entirety of the galaxy and causing the deaths of hundreds in the so-called
Children of the Norn War. It took the combined might of over a dozen major worlds in the Goff system,
not to mention the magicks of both Glandairos and the Wonder Worlock, to defeat Nwara, who had
allied himself with dead demons and the Fates themselves, the Norns of the Aesir.

To this day, the many, many beings who disappeared during this skirmish, especially from
Dalbain, have gone unaccounted for, despite the efforts of mystics and scientists in many a realm.
The battle had cost the Wonder Worlock one of his greatest allies and friends, Captain Gar of
old Neptunia. The Dark Mage was off-world when the incident occurred, and it is a wound that still
remains open to this necromancer who is celebrated Goff-wide and a true friend of Loch and his
charge, the “boy of light” Arion.
Time enough for remembrances and regrets, thinks Loch, finishing his mead, weightier matters
are afoot.The Well of Uror -- the Well of Fate – may well have been sealed by great Goff's forces, but I have
known Nwara all of my life, thinks Loch. I tried to tell myself he was dead, but I never believed it.
Fie! Damn me for always being right!
Without a word to Arion down with the shep'zud herding or to the servants of the House, Loch
grabs the familiar – his old friend, the great battle sword Gungfloud – and the unfamiliar – a megapulser from the armory, stocked by Goff's finest. He also grabs a small bobble that glows emerald
when it is touched. It is the talisman he utilizes when focusing the mystic might taught him by a dozen
wizards over his long lifetime.
Loch throws his meshed jacket around his brawny shoulders, secures his brownish helm and he
is off. He wonders as he leaves if he will ever be able to share farm chores with Arion again …
In the outer range of Dalbain local space.
BA-BA-BOOOMM!!!
Through a strategically-placed Goff stargate come the Wonder Worlock with Captain Rand in
tow in a mystic sphere, both wrapped in a cloak of invisibility even the hi-tech of the Docrons or the
Olympians could not perceive.
“And why is it again that we're zooming through this aperture without my fine vessel, New
Hope?” questions Rand. “Y'know … the big ship with weapons … and walls?! What is a naval captain
without his ship?”
Have you heard about maintaining radio silence, 'Captain,' or the phrase comparable to that here?
the Wonder Worlock psi-speaks to Rand. Just think it and I will hear it. But don't give me a headache!
Now, the reason you are here is because one of Zavar's esoteric beacons has detected strange
readings from Dalbain. This was the warning Nova – Denarian – brought us weeks ago during our battle
with the double-headed dragon from the Aesir realm. Zavar, at least according to Nova, was never able to
pinpoint a time or even a place in our galaxy for this danger. But my cosmic awareness tells me there was
more reason than just our presence in Dalbainian space that precipitated Nova's arrival at that locale.
Also, Rand, another reason you are here is that you are the second best fighting man I know.
SECOND best??! teeps Rand in surprise, and a little hurt.
The first would be EmperorTraven ofThrelkel, the galactic guardian teeps, but he has quite enough
problems to contend with in his own dimension, as does Denarian – whom I know will be angry she was
not included herein. But this is our section of space, the Mephistoff Nebula … or at least mine …and I
welcome you 'aboard,' Captain.
Welllll…teeps Rand as the duo invisibly makes its way to the home world of their friends, Loch
and Arion. Not a soul on Dalbain knows the Dark Mage and his sidekick are on the way. Or do they?
On the surface of Dalbain.

Nwarakeep, on the mountainous southern side of the planet, climbs Mount Crumpet like a sewer
snake taking its place along a tree limb on a sunny day. There are few sunny days at this elevation, but
plenty of snakes. Nwara rules this region of his world with an iron fist.
Or once did, before his defeat in the Norn War... before his death. Loch's gut feeling is correct.
The Death Lord has returned!
Since his unexplained rebirth, Nwara has spent most of his days plotting the fates of his

perceived enemies: Glandairos, the Wonder Worlock and the entirety of the great Goff Empire. He
feels he has the opportunity now to extend his running trickle of power out into the surrounding
vastness of the Mephistoff Nebula, bringing all the worlds under his rule.
He had been but a lad when his parents' craft accidentally was swept into a tiny wormhole. But
unlike the Wonder Worlock, whose similar experience took him to Niflheim, Nwara traveled to the
land of the Norns, who rule the fate of men and gods. There he learned the ways of these mysterious
seers – Uror, Veroandi and Skuld – and was adopted by his future warlord, the Norn King, servant of
the Fates!
Upon his eventual return to Dalbain as a seasoned man, the Norns fashioned a liquid canal of
sorts, a trickle that once ran from a cauldron in Nwarakeep and straight through the dimensions to the
Well of Uror from which the Norns draw water and take sand that lies around it, pouring it over the
World TreeYggdrasill so that its branches will not rot.
Knowing the fate of everything was in my grasp, Nwara thinks, despite the death of my liege, the
Norn King, my run-ins with the space knights of Dalbain and the mystic forces of cursed Glandairos.
Thousands of soldiers have fallen in our wars on this world, but not he. Even the great Loch has been
injured and is but a shadow of his former self in the glory days of war!
“I was the Child of the Fates, the Host of the Norns, the Scion of the Norn King, the Death Lord
of Dalbain!” Nwara cries aloud in his mountain chamber to no one. “And by Hela's thorny crown, I shall
be so again!!”
It echoes, and somewhere in the planet's upper atmosphere the Wonder Worlock gets an
unaccustomed chill down his spine, a sensation that is felt along the rocky pathway which leads to
Mount Crumpet … felt by Loch.
Nwara begins to chant. It starts in low, then begins to grow.
“Come, forces surrounding me, let my cauldron here in Nwarakeep, here on Dalbain flow anew
… let me tap again the Well of Uror! Let the Fates prevail! Come, come! COME!!!”
*****
Through an ancient, almost-forgotten mountain passage the venerable warrior Loch climbs, as in
days of olde, to the less steep side of Mount Crumpet. With ropes and grappling hooks secured, the
trip takes no time at all for this aging but physically fit space knight.
When he enters the bowels of Nwarakeep, Loch is startled to find that its master is not at home.
(“I know I felt him, flark it!”) And Nwara's infamous cauldron, the one both Glandairos and the Wonder
Worlock, hexing in concert for the first and only time, placed dozens of layers of protection spells and
stasis fields around … that cauldron, THE cauldron has disappeared!
“Fie! FIE!!” Loch screams. But instead of throwing his helmet against one of the many fireplace
hearths as he'd like, he takes out his talisman and sits … or at least attempts to sit, as best as his ample
bulk allows ... in the Position of Nirvana.
A faint wind whistles through Nwarakeep. As the elder soldier begins to rise, so does his
talisman, floating like a magician's handkerchief in front of him. Suddenly, as quickly as smoke
through a keyhole, the green light of the bobble radiates, splits into seven eldritch strips and forms a
sort of scrying pool before the warrior. The Seven Shards of Synaster! Loch raises his heavy head, and
whispers …
“Nwara”
A soundless interruption of the flow of reality, a puff of purple smoke and stench of brimstone
later, and Lucien Loch, Dalbainian hero, commander of the forces at the Battle of Kago'wye, one of
the survivors of the Children of the Norn War, and a hundred other accolades … Loch, the former
acolyte of Glandairos, is gone. Nwarakeep is empty again, as it has been since the undead were driven
from the Mephistoff Nebula.
*****

The Wonder Worlock and Captain Rand have been on foot for hours, making their way toward the
disturbing energies of which the other-dimensional telepath Zavar's psi-beacon first warned them.
This section of the region might as well be dubbed a rain forest.
There is little sunlight – the Dark Mage has summoned the Seven Suns of Synaster more than
once to illuminate the way for Rand – and the damp dark ground is riddled with insects the size of
Oceanus kelp'raon fish. The duo find temporary refuge underground in a former Dalbain waypost
maintained by the blind sage Kraken. (The sorcerer knows Rand is pushing himself almost beyond
human endurance; miraculously, his uniform remains dry and his necktie tight at the collar.) From
Kraken, they learn that Nwara's cauldron is missing and that local rumor has the Death Lord camped
out in the bleak Marshes of Mephistoff.
When they depart the waypost, the Wonder Worlock offers to fashion a floating sphere for
Rand to ease his fatigue. After a few words of protest from the boy captain, the offer is rescinded and
the comrades continue their journey. The Wonder Worlock's concern for his best friend leads the
brave men right into an ambush. Their foes lumber with no purpose in their empty eyes, no flash to
their teeth. These are the infamous Huntsmen of Ann'vain! The Children of the Norn! The walking
dead of Nwara!
Blades of Bedevilment and high-powered phasers are equally ineffective. Slowly but surely,
the Dark Mage and Rand are pulled into the mire of the Marshes, each secretly praying that should
that last breath comes they will neither meet Mephistoff on the other side of Hel's Gates or, more
alarmingly, join this cadre of the Children of the Norn themselves!
“Randak's Rings!” exclaims the Wonder Worlock. “How do I fight monsters that have proven
untouchable by my spells?”
“You don't, buddy!” Rand shouts, suddenly leaping in the air like a feral cat. “I DO!”
Augmenting his actions with his powerful telepathy, Rand whirls like a dervish between the
lumbering army, sending what he will one day call psi-knives diving deep into the parts of the
monsters that are still human. Their mournful howls of pain send shivers through every Soul of She'ol
in the galactic guardian.
“Zootalaris!” is all he can say as Rand clears a path through the Huntsmen of Ann'vain. And
then, suddenly, it is the Captain of the New Hope giving the commands.
“Buddy, soulfire! Where you see the purplish pulsations from my teep!”
Unaccustomed to taking orders, still does the mage unleash flaming soulfire toward the monster
mass. At least those that are still standing!
SWOOOSSSHHHH!!!!
The Wonder Worlock and Rand retreat south to a former base at Ant'leum Hill, leaving the
putrid stench of burning dead flesh in the heavy moist air of the Marsh.
“That was incredible, kid. Just incredible!” the Dark Mage says to his best friend.
“That's why we make a good team, bud!” says the happy-go-lucky commander.
“Just a few miles from where we are, Ant'leum Hill, my Cosmic Awareness is – finally! – picking
up on the emanations. That is Nwara and, if I had to wager, his cauldron as well … The region where the
Marsh makes a spiral turn and meets itself coming back. Rand, if you need to rest …”
“Onward, Dark Cloak!” Rand says, knowing that this is the area where their friend, Captain Gar,
was killed in action in the Norn War.
The Wonder Worlock for a fraction of a second has the posture of sadness, and Rand begins to
rethink his homage, meant to inspire. But only for a fraction of a second, as the shaman smiles
beneath his cowl, grabs Rand's long, dangling necktie – “Urk!” – and drags the boy captain toward the
rear growth of the Marshes of Mephistoff.
*****
As Loch mystically arrives at the far side of the Marshes, awaiting him is a monstrosity the likes of
which his eyes have never beheld.

Towering over 10 feet, a metallic beast faces down the old soldier. The top of its head (or is it a
helmet?) gleams golden in the poorly lit Marshes, and down the side of each long arm are medallions
of same. The athletic legs of the man-beast are adorned in flashy finery, but the grimaced face of this
monster can only be described as evil. It is Mephistoff in armor, the Devil himself. Or the Death Lord
doing a surprising imitation.
“What ho, beast!” Loch calls out, the giant bringing down a massive ax onto the Dalbainian's
trusty shield. Its eyes glow and mouth salivates as it knocks Loch off his feet.
“Where is Glandairos?” it asks. “Where is the Wonder Worlock, General Doz, the troops of the
great Goff Empire? I manipulate the cauldron to become as one with me – D'ast Well of Uror has gone
dry on this plane! How in Karnilla's name can that be?! – and I get a toy soldier as a challenge? And an
old one at that?
“Give me everything you have, Lucien Loch, Dalbainian hero, commander at the Battle of
Kago'wye, survivor of the Norn War! I have not the power of the Fates behind me now. I have not the
Norn King.
But I am Nwara, the Lord of Death! I shall send you to Hel long before fair Hela even knows
you're coming! Have at thee!”
No pulsers does Loch employ but shifts his weight upon returning to his feet, giving the
mutated Nwara-thing a mule kick in its tree trunk-like knee. As the monster's head bends, down
comes the flat of Gungfloud, finding a weakness in Nwara's gold-encrusted pate and striking true.
“AUUURRRRRRRHHHHHHH!!!” The scream of the giant is deafening.
Loch grabs his emerald bobble and starts to chant, but twin beams of fire shoot from Nwara's
eyes and hit the valiant space knight like a volcanic lava wave. More over, Loch loses grasp of his
mystic talisman. The mouth of the monstrous Nwara viciously aims for the throat of the fallen warrior
like a savage wolf, ready to devour whatever meat it hits. But as the bite is taken, Loch of a sudden
melts into the ground and springs forth like a spring weed beside the arriving Wonder Worlock.
“NOW … !” is all Nwara says, eyeing the cosmic enchanter as if he were today's special at a
Dalbainian diner.
THOOM! THOOM! THOOM! To the rear, Rand strikes with Loch's abandoned mega-pulser,
causing Nwara true pain.
The giant attempts to call forth the legions of the unliving, but none answer his call. With the
fall of the Huntsmen of Ann'vain, it seems, the Fates believe their debt to Nwara (through their pact
with the Norn King) paid in full. The Children of the Norn are no more.
The Roving Rings of Randak suddenly encircle and bind the Nwara-thing at the hand of the
Wonder Worlock, bringing him crashing down, down, down right in front of the hero of Kago'wye.
A mighty swing, two, three from Loch's great sword toward the throat of the monstrous Death
Lord, and the leviathan's chest heaves its final breath. First making sure the testosterone-filled
military man is safe to approach, the clean-cut lad in uniform hands Loch back his talisman.
“With thanks, Captain Rand,” Loch says.
“Too bad you could not make use of it earlier, sir,” Rand says, the Dark Mage nodding.
“My good friends, sometimes there are times on life's path that require more of us than should
be expected, and we have to do these duties without aid, without regret,” the venerable warrior says.
“That was one.”
“Your legend as a space knight and battler of hellspawn continues, Loch,” the Wonder Worlock
says with admiration.
“Yes, O Sir,” Loch says, an uncharacteristic smile playing on his lips. “Old soldiers never die,
they just … become magicians.”
The laughter echoes in the Marshes as the trio of friends vanish within the whirling Vortex of
Vipers.
FINIS
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